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SUMIVLARY
This report describes studies of C W laser-heated rocket propulsion,
in both th:e flowing-core and stationary-core configurations, with most
a-ttention focused on the former. (It is the second such stuay perforrr-l:ed
by PSI following the work described in Ref. 1). In the present work, t}.ie
laser radiation considered was 10. 6 µm, and the working gas was unseeded
liydrogen. The areas investi.gated incLuded initia.tion of a hydrr,gen p]'asma
capable of absorbing laser radiation., the radiation erniss:ion properties of
hot, ionized hydrogen:, the flow of hot hydrogen while absorbing and radiating,
th:e heat losses from the gas and the roc.ket performance. The sta.tionary-
core configuration was investigated qualitatively and semi-quantita.tively.
Tt was fou•nd that the flow'xng-core rockets can have specific im:pulses
(isp) between 1500 and 3300 sec. They s,re sma11 devices, whose heating
zone is only a millimeters to a few centimr,ters Long, and millimef:ers to
centirnet• ers in radius, for laser }?ower levels varying from 10 to 5000 lcW,
a.nd p.ressure levels of 3 to 10 atm. Heat protection of the wal'Ls is a vital
n.ecessity, though the fraction of laser power lost to the walls can be as low
as 10% for larger powers, ma:ki .ng the rockets therrnally efficient.
A num:ber of maj.or areas of uncertainty have been identified for
further exploration. Chief among these is tihe properties of laser supported
combusti•on (LSC) waves in hydrogen. Others are an effi,cient rnethod of
heat protection, the effect of radial temperature profiles on radiation loss,
and the effect of wider variation of operati-ag pararn:eters. For the stationary-
core concept, a.bsorption lengths of h:ot hydrogen radiati.on in coid hydro:gen
a.re needed, and a study of entrainmen:t of the core gas by the flowi.ng
propellant gas should bo noad.e.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This is the final report on the second contract issued by NASA/
Lewis Research Center to Physical Sciences Inc. for a study of a laser-
heated rocket. The results of tlie first contract were reported in Ref. 1.
The present study dea.lt with the details of a number of aspects ot a
laser-powered rocket engine absorbin.g CO^ laser radiation (10.6 µm) by
inverse Bremsstrahlung, and using hydrogen as the working gas. There
were two gene.ral areas of study. The first was tbe initiation of a liigh
temperature plasma capable of absorbing the laser radiation. The second
was the analysis of a steady coaxial-flow, laser-powered rocket engine in
two different configurations. One configuration was a flowing core of plasma,
absorliing the laser energy, being heated, and expanding to generate thrust.
This core is surrounded by a cooling buffer gas flowing the annulus between
the core and the engine wa11s. The other configuration was a stati,onary
stable plasma absorbing the laser energy, and transmitting it to a propel-
lant gas flowing around it, which in turn expands tc generate thrust.
The general geometries of these two configurations are shown in
Fig. 1. 1. In the flowing-core concept, cold hydrogen flows into the engine,
parallel to the laser beam, and flows into a standing laser sup.Forted
coinbu:stion {LSC} wave. This wave heats the hydrogen up to a tennperature
at which it can absorb laser energy by invPrse Brerr-isstrahlung. The hydro=
gen is furtlier iieated by this process while flov3ing in a variabie area
streamtube, until all the laser energy is absorbed. The temperature of the
hydrogen is sufficiently high that it is a dissociated and ionized plasma behind
the LSC wave, and radiates energy. When a11 the laser energy is absorbed,
the heated plasma expands through a nozzle to generate thrust. Thi:;
plasma core streamtube will transmit energy through its si,de walls ':)y both
convection and radiation, and to protect the rocket walls a co-flowir.:g buffer
gas stream not heated by the laser may be necessary. The amount of buffer
gas flow n:ecessary is deterrrmined by the arnount of energy lost radi.ally by
the piasrna core.
In the stationary- cor e concept, a hot core of stationary hydrogen
continually absorbs laser radiation and re-radia;tes it to a surround.ing
annular strearntube of flowing hydro:gen propellant gas. The propellant g.as
absorbs the core radiation. and becomes heated. After passing the care, it
is expanded to generate thrust. Tlie propellant gas also acts as abuffer to
protect the walls from the hot core.
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Clearly, these kinds of engines depend on a large number of physical
p:rocesses. Th.ere is laser radiation absorption, for which the ir_verse
Bre.msstrahlung mechanism has already been de.fined as the desirab.le
rnechanism in Ref. 1. There is the ra.diation emission by the hydrogen
.
	
	 plasma, which is a loss in the flowing-core concept and the main energy
transfer mechanism in the stationary-core conCept. There is the absorption
of plasma .radiation by colder hydrogen, which heats the p.ropella.nt has in
tr► e stationary-core concept, and the on-coming gas in the LSC wave. This
absorption also can protect the walls. There is convective heat transfer
from the hydrogen plasma core to the surrounding environment. There is
the flow of heated hydrogen in a variable area streamtube while clissociating
and ionizin:g. There is the LSC wave mechanism by which a laser can
convert room-temperatu.re hydrogen to a placnia which can absorh the laser
energy. There is the interfacial mixing as t.he propellant gas flows past the
core in the stationary-core concept.
ln addition to these processes irnportant to the steady state operation
of th.e rocket, othe.r physical phenomena are pertinent to the initiataon of the
absorbing plasma. These incLude the possible mechanisms of gas breakdown
by electric discharge, by a focussed laser, or by absorption of laser energy
by mol.ecules or particles.
Although all these processes are involved in the operation of a laser-
heated rocket, not all of them are studied in detail in this report. IHere, the
emphasis is on the flowing-core concept, and the processes important to
its operatioxi are the ones to which most attention is given. The work can
be viewed as a.n extension of the studies presented in Ref. 1.
Information is presented on the three m-echanisms of plasma initia-
tion by el.ectric arc discharge, by laser-induced breakdown, and by molecu-
lar and particulate abosrptian, in Secs. Z, 3 and 4. A detailed stud'y of the
radiative emission frorn hydrogen is given in Sec. 5, leading to expressions
u.seful for coupling th.e emission to the fluir-1 mechanics of flowing hydrogen..
Section 6 presen:ts an estimate of the i*itensity vs wave sFeed for LSC waves
in hydrogen by a rough extei.sion of one of the theories for air, ln Sec. 7
is a detiled descriptiork of a hydrogen plasma in chemical equilibrium,
absorbing Iaser radia:tion by inverse Bremsstrah.lung, radiating, and flow-
iiig through a variable a.rea chann.el. Section 8 presents calculations o:n the
heat loss by both radiation and convection of the flowing plasma core, and
an estimate of the radiation which car, be absorbed by particles in a buffer
gas. In. See. 9, the performance of the flowing plasma core as a rocket is
given, based on tlie description of the core in Sec. 7. The stationary-core
rocicet is discussed in Sec. 10 in a qualitative and serni-quantitative way,
based on estimates of the physical phenomena involved.. Tht conclusions
o-btained so far in the study of laser-heated rockets are p.resented in Sec. 11.
_ 3 ..
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The cases calculated for the flowing-core streamtu.be  were laser
powers of 10, 100 and 5000 kW, each at 3 and 10 atm initial pressure.
These choices were made to provide inforrnation on sizes of engines in which
NASA/Lewis has expressed interest. An experimental engine designed to
operate at 10 kW, 3 atm is being designed and built by Rocketdyne Division
of Rockwell International., ur,der contract to NASA/Lewis, and the same
organization is doin:g a study of a 5000 kW engine. PSI he,s aided Rocketdyne
with the fluid mechanics and radiation aspects of th.eir program, under a
subcontract. The choice of a 100 kW laser was made to provide an inter-
mediate size between 10 and 5000 kW, which rriight some day be tested. The
calculations at the higher pressure of 10 atm were rnade to show th.e effect
of pressure level on the core flow.
In addition to the laser power, and pressure levei, the.re are a
number of other parameters which could be varied in the calcuiations.
One is the laser intensity whi.ch determines the mass flow rate per unit
area into the core. In the present work this was held fixed at 3. 67E 4 ViW/m
(3. 67E 5 W/crn 2 ), which seem_; a value at which the LSC wave could be
supported. When better knovrledge of LSC waves in hydrogen is available,
other values may be of interest. ('I'he cross-sectional area of the rocket
is inversely proportional to this intensity for a fixecl lasEr pnwer. ) A
second parameter which coaild be varied is the streamtube velocity distribu-
tion, which was also he1ii fixed in the present calculations. Such parametric
calculations could be performed by a slight ir.nprovemen:t of the core flow
program used h.ere, and would aide in mapping out the reg.ions of interest
for laser-heated rockEts.
-4-
2. PLASMA 1NI7.'IA'T'xON BY ELECTRIC DISCHARGE
One possible technique for initiating 3:aser supported combustion
(LSC) waves in hydrogen gas is through use of an electric discha.rge. The
purpose of the discharge is to su,liply an initial density of electrons in the
gas so that the degree of absorptiori of laser energy by inverse Bremsstrah-
lung is sufficient to drive the gas to the required temperature fer formation
of a sta.ble LSC wave. Electric d'ischarges have previously been success-
fully used to initiated LSC waves in air 2 . No such studies are available
for hyd.rogen. Thus the first question to be answered is what type of
discharge is best suited for LSC ignition.
Electrical dischargEs can be uroken into two basic groups, depending
on w'h.etlher they ara or are not self-sustaining. In the latiar group, desig-
nated as Townsen.d discharges, electrons are formed at t ie ca.thode by a
technique such as thermionic emission; these are th.en a ccel-:ra:ted by the
electric field and, depending upon th.e field strength, these initiai elec.tians
can further ionize the gas within the discharge gap. The characteristic
electron densities in such discharges are N 10 12 /cc and the electron temp-
eratures can be several electron volts, we11 out of equilibriurn with the
gas translational tertmperature.
As th:e voltage is i.ncreased across the electrodes a point is reached
where a sp:rrk is created across th-e gap. Tliis spark is a result of gas
breakdnwn and will occur even if th,e cathode does not emit electrons, thus
the terrra seif-sustaining. The voltage at which a spark will occur, V s , is a
function of tne product of ga.s pressure and gap distance, pD. 'I'lie functional
dependence oi V. on pD is described by a Paschen curve which is peculiar
to the discharged gas. The pasclien ctzrve for hydrogen is shown in Fi.g. 2. 1
and, as an example, it can be seen at 1 atm and a gap length of 1 crn an
applied field ovcr 10,000 vo}.ts is required for sparking.
There are a. varie.ty of types of self-sustained (spark) ciischarges3;
liowever, only two cliaracteristi,c forms will be considered in the present
dxscussi:on. Tlie first of these i.s a glow discharge, characterized by elecW
tron densi.ties of — 10 15 /cc and electron temperatures of several eV, and
the sEcond is a thermalized arc discharge characterized by electron
densities of — 10 1 "/cc and an eLectron teinperature of order one eV, in
equili.bri.un-^ with the gas tran.s ,lational ternperature.
-5-
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These three types of discharges, Townsend, glow and thermalized
arc, have been examined under generic conditions for discharge initiation
in order to determine which type is be.st
 suited for L5C ignition, This is
not meant to imply tha.t all three types of d-ischarge may be attainablP in a
specific environm.ent. -rndeed Townaend and glow disc-harges are ri^ore
favorably produced at sub-atmospheric pressures; however, the properties
of a d'ischarge are deterxnined not onl'y by pressure but also by numerou's
other factors such as volta.ge , gap size, electrode configuration., and the
energy content of the releva.nt electronics.
The scenario considered is that of a discharge operating perpendic-
ular to the gas fiow, the latter bei-ng co-axial w^itb the laser beam. The
distance between anode and cathode is not specified but must be larger than
th.e laser spot size since laser irradiation of the electrod:e ele.ments is not
ues-irable.. The discfiarge leng-th and gas velocity have arbitrarily iieen
chosen to be 1 cm and 10 3 cm/sec respectively, so the gas flow time m F inth.e discharge region is 1 msec. Note this assumption does not imiply that
the discharge occurs sim.ultaneously along the 1 cm length. In t'he case of
a spark discharge th:e streamers would be consiclera.bly srr-ialler than this.
I-Iowever, once a spark is initiated, it will attempt to travel along the path
of least res;istance and thus follow the flowing g :as for some distance.
Once the da.scliarge is inxtiated the gas in the discharge region will
beg.in to absorb the laser energy via neutral-electr-on inverse Bremsstra•ki-
lung (or if the electron density is high enough by ion-electron inverse
Bremss-trahlung). The total energy absorbed per unit volume of ionized
gas is given by
TF
	
p E = f k L 1 dt	 (2.1)
Q
where I is laser intensity and k L is th-e inverse neutral Bremsstrahlun,g
absorpta:an coeffi:cient at tlie 1'aser frequency, defined by
-	 -1
	k L ^ a L (T) nnE cm	 (2. 2)
where n is total gas number density, nE is thhe electron number density and
at (T) is a function of temperature (or, zriore appropriately, elec.tron
	
^
	
	 texnperature in non.-equil-ibrium situations) and 	 frequency wliich is specific
to th-e absorbing gas.
.^
k
I
^
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As t:ie gas absurbs energy it will iieat, causing an initial pr.essure
rise and subsequent ex.pansion vcrhich complicates the evaluation of relation-
shi,p (2. 1). J:n the present analysis a firm upper tiound on the energy
absorbed by the gas has been determined by assuming that the nurrber
den-sity of the gas remains constant as the tempera.ture increases. In this
case, since the electiron density of the di.scharge is spec.ified, k wi11 be
determin.ed by the form of a L (T). In the cold gas the dom.inant neutral
species will be H 2 ; however, as the gas is heated, dissociation will occur
and hydrogen atom!s will become the donninant neutral partn.er
 for th.e
absorption process. The reduced absorption coefficients kL' for H and H2
are shown in Fig. 2.2 as a function af temperature, for a wavelength of
10.6 µm. These predictions have been developed from sources described
in Fteference 1. It is to bP noted that tlie reduced absorption coefficients for
the two gases are quite siniilar and that they sca.le approxi.mately inverse:ly
with the tern,perature. The reduced absorption coeffici.ent ma.y be related to
ai, (T) of Eq. (2. 2) by t4ie relat'xonship
kL ' = a L (T) kT	 (2. 3)
wh.ere k is the Boltzmann const4nt, and thus for these gases a L
 (T) is
approxirnately a constant for A= 10. b µm. Therefore, frorn F'ig. 2. 2, kL
irnay be approximated by
k L  3. 5 x 10" 37 n nE, cm-1
	 (2.4)
'T'aking n= Z. 5 x 10 lg Part/cc, corresponding to p= 1 atm an.d T = 300oK,
Eq. (2. 1) then reduces to
-ZOpE = 10	 nEI, ,Toules/cc (2. 5)
Equation (Z. 5) provides an approximat.e esti3-j;,zte of the arnaunt of
energy absorbed in one msec by a constant density, constant electroin density
plasr-na. The increase in. temperature of the gas which is a resuLt of this
absorpti.on may be deduced by consideration of the thhermodynamic properties
of h:eated hydrogen. The variation with terr3perature of the erithalpy/unit
mass of constant pressure .hydro.gen plasmas is shown .in Fig. 2. 3 for
pressures between 1- 1000 atm. These predi:ctions were taken frorn tlie
analysis of Patch 4. 'I'he enths.l'py variation of a con:stant density hydrogen
pla sma may b e ded:uc ed from a c ro s s int.erpolatio-n of th e con stant p re s sure
data. Thus for a given a.mount of absorlaed energy, as predi.cted by Eq. (2. 5),
a unique plasma tem,perature may be determxned.
-6-
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Equation (2. 5) has been evaluated as a function of laser intensity for
the three generic discharges discussed earlier. The results are shown in
Fig. 2. 4. The final hydro.gen plasma temperature which would be attained
for a given amount of ahsorbed energy is shown on the rig-ht hand scale.
Also shown as tick marks on the curves is the ternperature at which the level
of thexmal ionization exceeds the ionization level created in the discharge.
This latter tempera.ture is a useful criterion for ignition inasmuch as a stable
LSC wave would ex-iibit ionization levels higher than that created in tlie
di.scharge (at the specified total densi.ties). It can be seen from Fig. 2.4
that a Townsend d'ischarge will not .produce ignition and that a glow discharge
would be effective at best only for intensi-ties > 10 6
 W/cxn2 . Recaalli.ng that
th:e results of Fig. Z. 4 represent a strong upper bound on the absorbed
energy, it would appear that the thermalized arc discharge is best sui^ted
for the successful electric di.scha.rge ini.tiation of LSC waves in hydrogen.
Froim a systems viewpoint it is desirous to define the minimum
discharge requirernents for successful ignition., in terms of electrical
energy content, e3evice size and soph.ietication. Unfortunately, it is difficult
to provide such a definition by theoretical means. Th-e proiiuction of stable
thermalized ares is still more of an art than a science. One standard tec'h-
nique for their generation is through use of an over- voltag ed capacitor. The
evidence 5 suggests that a plasrria witli electron densiti.es  of — 10 15 /cc is
force.d from th:e cathode end by high velocity ionizing waves into a spark
channel. This streamer provides a finite resistance path for discharge of
the capaci:tor. As the capacitor discharges, the gas in the strea.m. er region
will be heated by ohm.ic power dissipation. Presently, this behavior cannot
be predicted a pxi,ori inasmuch as the pla.sma resistivity is a function of
plasma electron density and strearner size, and the electron. deiisity in turn
is connecte.d to the rat.e of ohrrric h.eating. This analysis is further com,pli-
ca.ted by the hydrodynam9.-c behavior of the g.as 6 . The ini;tial spark can lead
to formation of a cylindrical sh.ock wave which can pro.duce further ioniza.tion.
In any event, such discharges are reaadily produced in hydrogen and
therrnal equilibration times have been observed to be te:ns of nanoseconds 5, 7.
-	 Tlie aischarged_ gas is low den.sity (relative to p.) but hi.ghly ionized. Tndeed
measurem.ents 7 performed in hyd.rogen in near atnaospheric discharges
eachi.bit electro:n cancentrations nea.r the a.node as high as 10 18 /cc a;nd final
temperatures as h%gh as 50 - 60, 000 oK. It is conclud.ed that LSC wave
. ignition r-nay be achieved througih use of a ther.malized arc discharge; how-
ever, it is felt that optimurn di.scharge conditions should be determined by
laboratory experiments rather than through theoretical analysis.
'
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3. PLASMA INITLATION BY LASER-INDUCED BR.Ex'1.KDOWN
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Free electrons can absorb laser radiation during collision-s with
heavy particles such as ions, atoms or molecules. In thi.s process, known
as inverse Bremsstxahlung, th:e role of the heavy particle is to co.nserve
momentum. Little of the energy of the absorbed photon is transferred to
the heavy particle. Fre:e electrons transfer energy among thernselves
easily d!uring ce,llisions; therefore the laser energy absorbed by the elec-
trons is rapidly distributed arxiong all the free electrons. The electron
distribution can then be characterized by an electron en-ergy e roug'hly equal
to two-thirds the average electron energy just as kT is related to two-thirdis
the average energy in a Maxwellian distribution. (The factor of two-thirds
relating e and th-e average energy is exact only for Maxwel3;ian distribution.;
nevertheless the characteristic energy E is a useful concept. )
Energy transfer from the electrons to the heavy particles is less
efficient than electron.-electron transfer; h:ence it is possible for the gas
temperature to lag behind th.e electxon energy. For strong fields, electron
heating occurs so rapicily tha.t the few free electrons reach high cliaracteris-
tic energies, that is, a sizable fra.ction of the heavy particle ionization
potential, without heating the gas noti.cably. At such energies a signifi•cant
number of the electron - h-eavy particle collisiorks result in ionization. A
chain reactxon th-en occuxs with both the original electron and the newly
createci electron a5sorbing laser energy and particip:ating in. furth:er ionizing
interactions. After a short tim.e the avalanche created by elec:tron - impact
ioni.zation lea:ds to a sizable concentration of hiigh energy electrons in a
otherwise cold gas, i. e. , to gas breakdown.
Experimentally, as laser intensity is increased frorn an initial low
^	 level an abrzzipt threshoid is passed above which tihis breakdown occurs. $
 Tiiis t:hreshold intensity cai^ be estimated by balancing two i:nportant physi_Vn
cal mechanisms. The first balance determines the number of electrons
which remain in the laser - heated region. The rate of production of new
^	 electrons rnust equal the rate at which tiiey are lost. The second balance
^	 determines the characteristic energy the electrons reach. They are heated
t;	 by the laser, but lose heat by collisions with the gas moiecules. From an
^	 analysis of there two balances, an estirxyate of the intensity for laser break-
^ down in hydrog en. wi11 b e obtaaned.
^
zz,
^
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3. 2 ELECTRON PRODUCTZON AND LOSS
In addition to p-roduction of electrons through electron - impact
ionization, eZectrons rnay be freed by multiqua.nta absorption, the process
in which an atom or molecule absorbs many low energy photons rather than
one high energy ghoton. Wh.enever an apprecia:ble number of electrons is	 -
present electron - irnpact io ization dominates. Multiquanta absorption is
	 .
important only as a potential source of the initial electron population
required for electron - impact ionization to dominate. 9
In molecular gases th-e l-oss mechanisms generally are attac.hment of
an electron to a neutral m.olecul.e, recombination of an electron with an
ionized species (with or without the presence of a th.ird particle) and electron
diffusion out of the volume influenced by the laser. Attachment is unirrmpor-
tant in hydrogen. The recombination rate is also smail, particularly du.ring
the initial stages of breakdown. Diffusion is the predotninant loss process.
The net rate of elec.tron production in hydrogen can thus be expressed
as
bn +	 (3. 1)6_t = v i nE	^1 ' I] p nE ,
where nE is the number density of free electrons, v i is the ionization rate
per electron (the concentration of neutral rnolecules is absorbed into the
defi-nition of )) i ) and D is the diffusi-on coefficient.
For rough estimates tlie diffusion loss rnechanism can be approxima-
ted by
Dn .
v D nE - p • (1] V nE) -.. 2
	
(3.2)
Rb
w-here Rb is the radius of the laser.  beam. As long as the elect.ro:n density
is 1ow the electron diffuses fre.ely. At high concentrations di.ffusion proceeds
at tlie s:lower arnbipolar rate. Por our estirnates of threshold intensit'y we
will use the free diffusion coeffient.
Breakdown requires electron production to exceed diffusion losses.
The threshold eiectron energy for breakdown c.an be estimated by balancing	 -
losses and gains.
i
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_ 'I'he quantities v i /nM, DnM ar_.d e, where nM is the number density of free
mole.cules, are known as functions of the electric field per particle, E/nM,
from experim:ents with static electric fields. 10, 11 1 12 Despi-te the differ-
^	 ence in the electron distribution function for DC fields as compared to AC
fields calculations have indicated that the ionization rate for the same E is
very similar. We have th:us used the DC experimental radius to de4errrmine
v i /nM and DnM as functions of electron energy c. 13 In Fig. 3. 1 we have
plotted versus c th,e diffusion frequency per rnolecule for an electron„
v D /nM, for various vaLues of pRb , (where p=(3. 034E-17) nM at 293K),
a.nd the ionizati.on frequency per m.olecule for an elec:tron., vi/nM. The
extremely steep increase of v i /nM with £ indi,catee why the threshold is
abrupt. A small increase in e above the temperature needed to balance
diffusion losses results in ionization completely d:ominating d'iffusion. For
example io-nization and diffusion balance at c N 2. 7 eV when pRb = 1 torr-
c:n. If the electron temperature reaches 2. 8 eV for th-e same p Rb , we find
that
yi	 yD	 -11	 3
-	 - 	 2 x 10	 cm /see .	 (3.4)
nM - riM
For 1 atmosphere hydrogen at 293K, iaM -r 2. 5 x 10 19 criz -3 so that solvi.ng
the electron production Eq. (3. ].) leads to
n N n exp (5. 0 x 108
o	
t)	 (3. 5)
ti}
_	 T'hus if th.e breakdoum requirements are exceeded by even a smaJ.l amount
the gas breaks down rapidly. [Of course other time scales are also
involved - the time to heat the electro:ns and the tirn.e requi.red to produce a
.	 reaso:nable initial electron population if one is not present. I
'	 3. 3 ELECTRON ENERGY SALANCE
The m:inimum laser inte. nsity necessary to reach tlae breakeven
electron energy is determined by equating the electron heating by the laser
and the power lost through collisions with tli-e molecules. Th-e electron
heating is described by
-15-
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m
where e and mE
 are the charge and mass of the electron, respectively, w
is th-e angular frequency of the laser radiation, E is the RMS electric field,
,	 vm the momentum transfer collision frequency per electron and v i.n the
inelastic collis'xon frequency per electron. The first expression on the
right hand side represents inverse Bremsstrahlung which can be calculated
from collision theory. For our purposes, however, it is s'xnipler to use
the expression given above and th:e experimentally determined values of
vm
 and vin versu:s c as determined from DC experiments.
The minimum laser intensity Y necessary to reach E is found by
setting the right hand side of Eq. (3. 6) equal to zero.
We have
I = eEZ/4tr
(VjMn) /w2 + vm2^ rr'E2cn^m[
 \\\	 4rr e	 M
For I in watts jcm2 and E in eV, Eq. (3. 7) becomes
V ,	 t1 }
I= 1. 5 x 10" 18 ( xn^M	 (^2 + v } e •	 3. g}(vrn'nM ^ 	 rn	 ( .
It is now possible to investigate qualitatively how close the breakeven inten-
si.ty is to the true threshold intensity. I.n tlie eV range vin increases
eatremely rapidly with small increases in E whexe as v m is almost constant.
Fience the second term of Eq. (3. 6) is negli.:gible througliout most of the
hea•ting. I. t serves orily to stop th:e h-eating abruptly at the final electron
energy. Because of the sensi.tivity of both the prnduction rate and the heat-
ing rate to small changes in E, the two balances, Eqs. (3. 3) and (3. 6)
should lead to accurate estimaxes of the th.reshold intensity. Th:ere is
^
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g.reater uncertainty in the experirnental values of vm, I: i , v in , Dn1VI and
As th-en in the identification of the threshold intensity with the breakeven
intensity.
3.4 BREAKDOWN ESTIIv1ATE
For a given beam rad'ius Rb and pressure p, the laser intensity to
produce breakdown can now be estimated. Using Fig. 3. 1, the energy e
at the crossing point of the vi/nM
 and v D/nM curves is found. Using this
energy, the quantities vin and vrn are obtained from Refs. 10 or 11. Then
the iaser intensity I is calculated for the desired cireular frequency w
from (3. S). Usi.ng this procedure the thres-hold intensity necessary to
ac.hieve breakdown in pure hydrogen initially at 293 0 K and 3 atmos.pheres
pressure is plotted versus laser aeam radius for a 10. 6 µ laser in Fig. 3.2.
The threshold inten-sity is seen to decrease wi-th increasing spot
size until a plateau near I = 4. 5 x 10 9 W/cm Z is ap.proached. The decrease
is caused by the lowering of the diffusion loss rate with increasing radius.
The plateau represents the m:nimum intensity needed to raise the electron
energy high enough for appreciable ionization to occur. The intensity of a
10 kW laser is also plott.ed as a function of beam radius. Over a limited
range o:f pressure and wavelength the b.reakdown curve scales as foliows:
for a given laser intensity and wavelength, the beam radius is inversely
proporta:onal to pressure; for a given radius and pressure the threshold
laser inten:sity is proportional to the wavelength square+i.
Focussing a powerful h ser un-to a small volume will produce a h.igh
concentration of free electrons within a small voluma. Th.e effectiveness of
laser induced breakdovcrn in initiating an LSC wave is probably not limited by
the electron concentration achievable hut rather by the volume over which
such a concentration can be sustained.
3.5 LA.SER-INDUCED BREAKDOWN WITH PARTICULATES
The effect of particle co.ntarninants on the breakdown thresh-old for
air is a su.bject which has recently received considera.ble attention. It has
be.en found by numerous inv p stigators 14 - 16 that the int.ensity thres'hold in
the presence of particulates may be lowered as much as three orders of
magnitude from th.e clean air thres-hold. Although there is no data for the
effects of particulates upon the breakdown thresh.old in hydrogen, the mech-
anisms by which particules induce breakdown at lower intensities in air will
also lead to lowering of tlie threshold in hyiirogen.
^
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A summary l7 of the observed breakdown data in air is presented in
Fig. 3. 3. The air breakdown threshold is a function of pulse tirne, beam
diarneter and particle size. The lowest observed threshold was of the
ord:er of a megawatt per emZ ; however, 30 µzn particles were required to
init:ate the breakdown. In addition, it was observed l3 that no breakdown
occ larred with the larger particles at the lowest intensities umtil 10psec
into the pulse. Shorter pulses do not yield breakiiown with contaminants
unless the flux is considerw3ly h.igih.er .
The physic.s of particle induced breakdown i s not well understood.
For ah.ort pulse3 the particles evaporate rapidly, and cascade breakdown
occurs in either the particle vapor or the air st:xrrounding the particle..
Triplett and Boni lg have perform-ed a theoretical study of the interaction
of laser radiation with a skngle suspended particle. Thei.r analysis applies
only when the laser intensity i- s sufficiently large that tlie rapidly eva.pora-
ting or ''exploding" particle drives a strong shock wave into the surrounding
air. Breakdown thun OccLlrB via a nonequilibri.um cascade process (des-
cribed above) in eith:er the vapor or shock heated air. Calculations indicate
that reductions in the breakdown threshold to slig_htly greater than one order
of magnitude be3:ow that of clean air are feasible by this mechanism. it is
not possible to predict with this mechanism the reduLtion in th-e threshold by
tlie observed several ord:ers of magnitude a:t ionger laser pulses. In addi-
ti,on, an "incubation" tim:e or rlelay time between la,ser turn-on and brea:k-
down was observed with the lorig 1'aser pu.lses lb ( 10 µsec). Since thE delay
ti.mes are 10 - 30 µsee, the breakdown mechanis.m is nonequilibrium cascad,e
ionization of shock heated air or vapor. It appears tfiat tlie vapor form-ed
by the evaporating particle heats in local thermodynamic equilibrium and
transfers its energy to the surrounding air by conductiosi and radiative
transport. TEie air ul:tirr-iat.ely hea.t via inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption
until the formed plasrna becomes opaque to laser radiation. Fiowever, at
present th.ere are not theoretical m. odels capable of predicting the break-
down threshold un.d:er these conditions.
Therefore, although it is not -possible to predict the breakdown
threshold in particle seeded hydrogen, we would expect this to be a viabie
technique for igniting the plasrna at lower interisities than predicted by
Fi.g. 3. 3.
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4. 0 PLASMA INITIATION BY 1VfOLECU'L-AR AND
PARTIC ULATE ABSORPTION
The two meth.ods of initia.tion discussed in the previous two seetions,
electric discharge and laser-ind-uced breakdown, provide t:i:e electrons to
initiate inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption by a nonequilibrium process.
A third al.ternative is to provide the electrons in an equilibrium process by
heating hydrogen into its ionization regi:on. For pure hydrogeri, that means
h.eating to T— 10, 000 K. If the hydrogen is seeded with an easily io:ni.zable
material, a much lower temperature would suffice. Gesium, for example,
ionizes around 3000 K.
S-uch heating could be a.ccomplished if one could find -rnolecules or
particles which would absorb 10.6µm laser radiation, becorne h:ot ancl
transfer their heat to the gas. In Ref. 1, Sec. 3, a stu:dy was r.rtad:e of
possible molecular absorbers for 10, bµm radiation. It was concluded that
hig'h temperatures coulld not be reached because the r-nol.ecular absorbers
dissoci.ate (and so stop absorbing) at a few thousand degrees. No mole-
cules which circumvent this iimitation were identified in R.ef. 1, nor have
any come to light diuring performance of the work reported here. However,
if seecied hydrogen is considered, then the gas need only be heated to a few
tfiousand degrees for ionization to occnx. Molecular absorption might be
an effective means of accomplishing this hea.ting.
Particula,te absorption was also studied in Ref. 1, Sec. 4, a° well
a.s in Ref. 19. Here the particles absorb laser photons, get hot, and con-
duct iieat to the hydrogen. Here again a ternperature limitation was fou-nd.
An upper bound for particle vaporization is 5000 K, limiting the temperature
which can be reached to below the pure hydrogen ionization region., but
with•in the ionization region of seed materials.
There was noted in Refs. 1 an-d 19 some possibie benefits frorn hot
particles, other than heating the gas. The vapor produced from h.ot parti-
cles may itself absorb the laser radiati:on, and r-nay also have a Iower
ioni.zation potential than the :iydrogen. Furtliermore, s.rnall particles can
ernit electrons thermXon-ically as they are heated, though th.is
 emissi;on is
-	 inhibited by electrostatic effects as the particlz charge builds up. However,
the electrons produced rnay be sufficient to support laser-i.nducecl breakm
do wn.
Neverth.eless, it seems at the present tixne that m.olecular or parti-
cula.te absorption is not a favorable scheme for initiatin:g an unseeded
hydrogen plasma, compared ta eiectric arc or laser-induced breakdawn.
-23-
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; 5. RADIATIVE EMTSSION FROM HYDROGEN
5.1 INTR.ODUC TTt2N
As the laser heats the hydrogen to high temperatures the rad'xation
froxzx the gas increases drarrmati.cally. fn an ionized plasma, radiat'xon con-
tributes importantly as an energy transfer mechanism within the pl.asma
and as a loss mechanism from the plasrna. Tlie radiative transfer within
the gas affects both the axial and radial tertaperature gradients. Thus a
precise description of the physical state of the gas in. the rocket core
requires that the radiation and fluid mechanics be coupled. It is beyond the
sc:ope of tliis report to deal with aIl aspects of the cozzpled pro'b1em. In
keeping with a.p.prox'xmations to be made in the fluid m:echanics, such as
the omission of the radiai temperature gradient.s, we neglect radial radia=
tive transfer within tlie plasma. Further-more, th:e axial radia:tive tra.ns-
fer withir•k the hot gas is expected to be small compared to the laser heati:ng;
it will not be considered here. Pxial radiative transport from the hot
plasma to the cold incotning gas may be important. Zts effect is inclu.
 ded in
the LSC wave properties discussed in the next section.
The only plasma-produced radiation remaining to be considered is
the radial flux leaving the gas. This radi:ative Lransport eiiters into
rock.et
 engine analysis in two ways. First, the power lost radially mu.:st
be absorbed sornewhere else in tlie rocket., either in tlie wall.s or in a buffer
gas. Second, the rad'iai radiation which escapes the plasma must be
accounted for in th-e fluid m-echanical equations as a 1oss. At sufficiently
high S:.emperatures, in fact, it is the major loss mechan.i.sm
 and effecti,vely
limits the maximum temperature attainabte.
The approach we follow here is first to study the local radiation
"	 propertie.s of the plasma, and then to d.evelop, using the local properties
as guides, a reasonable ap.proximation to the coupled r-adiating gas dynamic
sy stem.
_
.	 5. 2 LOCAL SPECTRAL RAI7IATION P'ROPERTIES
T'he spectral ra:diation properties of a hydrogen plasma are de.ter-
mined by the local state of the systerri. We assum.e that tlie plasma is in
local therrnodyna:ranic equilibrium, so that temperature andpressur-e define
th•e state of the gas. The concentrati.ons of the various species is determi,ned
-25-
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through the equilibrium conditions. The temperatures and pressures of
interest are those expected in a roc.ket heated by laser ab.sorption.; that is,
temperatures between 10, 000 K and 20, 000 K and pressures between one 
an.d ten atmospheres. In the interest of simpiicity we need only includ:e
effect ,
 which are expected tr, contribute 10%n ox more of the total radiation.
T. he b_asic ingredients for determining local radiative properties are
the cross sections for the posaible i:nteractions and th-e number density of
the various species. The use of local the.rmodynamic equi.librium assurnes
that collisions among the various species of the gas are frequ:ent enougih
	 .
to ensure an equilibrium distribution of velocity and of species, corres-
ponding to the local kemperature and pressure. With this assum;ption and
the principle of detai.led balance tkie radiative transfer equation can be
written in a s-impiified form invoiving only one function depending upon the
concentration of species and the interaction cross-section. 'T'he radiative
txansfer equation has the following form:20
n 'CDI (^, ^) = k' ('I',P) (B ('T)-1 (x, n )I	 {5.i)
uw	 w	 w
where w = hp v is the photon energy; l W
 is the spectral radiation intensity
whicli depends on w, x, and tlie direction specifi.ed by th.e unit vector n;
and BW
 (T) is the equilibrium spectral radiation intensity given by
3
..:.:_.	 _.g	 (T) _	 . 	 ...	 3	 {S, 2)W	 c2 V 3 (e1) 4n
where c is the velocity of light, -h is the Pla:nck constant divided by 217 and
k is the Boltzmann constant. The effective absorption coefficient is related
to icw (T, p), the absoption coefficient uncorrected for reabsorption, by
+	 -:w /kT
kw (T, p) - (1 - e	 ) kw (T, p) ,	 (5. 3)
The absorption coefficient kw tT,p) is, in tu.rn, ea.sil_y ex}sressed as a sum
of products of absorpti.on crass sections and species coneentration:s. The
temperature and pressure depend-ence of k W
 enter- mainly through the con-
centration of species. However, secondary temperature variations occur
whenever t'he cross section must be averaged over the relative fLux of some
of the involved speci-es, as occurs in inverse Bremsstrahlung.
-Zb-
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The first step in deterrnining k w
 (T,p) i.s to detail which interactions
are expected to be important for the range of temperatures and pressures
•	 expecaed. The interaction:s to be consi-dered, in turn, depend upon the
gpeca,es which are abundantly present. When radiation is an important loss
mechanism the concentration of molecules is severa.l orders of rrmagnitud-e
'	 lower than the atornic concentrations. We therefore consider a p]:asrna in
.	 which only atoms, excitea atoms, ions (protons) and electrons are piresent.
	 !
,	 'I'heir relative abundance is determined th.rough the Saha equation
3/Z
	n n
	 Q Q	 km	 -0 /TE_ f ._
	
el I
_._._.. el. E	 E_.	 3/2	 1
	
nA 	 Qe1 A	 2 1T,-t2	 T	 e	 (5.4)
wli,ere nE , nI and nA are respectively the concentration of electrons, ions
an.d hydrogen atoms, Q el E' Qe3.I and QeIA are the electro-nic parti.tionfunctions of the electron, ion and the neutral atom and 0; is the ionization
portnti .al expressed in temperature units. (In more accurate calculations
tlian are necessary here, 0 1 would be repiaced 6y 0 1 - p 9 1
 where p 6 1 is
the effective lower'xng of the ionization po.tential corresponc3ing to termina-
ting the sum in the electronic partition function of th^e neutral atom afte.r a
finite number o.f excited states).
The transitions whi.ch lead to emission can now be liste(i. They are:
1) capture of a free eie.ctron by an ion
2) Bremsstrahlung involving electron=ion cc+llisions
3) Bremsstrahlung involving electrc,n-atom collisions
4) radiative decay of an excited atorn.
• 5.3 CONTrNUUM TFtA.NS1TION'S
The spectral properties of th-e first three types of transitions, the
'	 tran.sition.s involving the electron continuum, can be estimated by setni-
classical forrnulas. The quantum correcti.ons to these formulas need only
 be included when the quanturn correction is large and the radiation emitte.d
is a sizeable portion of the `.ota.l radiation produceci.
From Kra.rner`s sem-i-classical analysis of electron-proton Brems..
'	 strahlung the absorption coefficient is given byZl
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where e is the charge of the electron and the pressure dependence enters
only through the number densities.
S'xmilar semi-cl'assical formulas can be derived for bound-free
absorption wherein an electron of energy E. in the nth quantum state of
an atori^z absorbs a plioton of energy w resulting in a free electron kine.tic
energy w -h En and a free ion. The serni,-classical cross section for absorp=
tion is2?
8TTelOmE
	
6w, n - 3 ^.3 ( fi_^ cw3.. . n5	 (5.6)
Th:e total bourid free absorption coeffi.cient for radiation of given cu is then
^_	 n CYn.	 tu , n	 (5. 7)
nz n
w
vcihere nn is the numiber density of ato.ms in the nth quanturn state, and where
nw " is th.e lowest quantum state which can be i-onized by a photon of energy w;
that i s
k gf	 k gi
-_ -	 --^^{ _
n 
	 c^	 i
n
-^ ^ 1..2	 .	 (5. 8
)
w	 w
The Bremsstrahlung due to ion-elec.tron collisions Eq. (5. ) can be
re-e:xpressed in a form simi.lar to Eq. (5. 7) by using the Sa.ha. Eq. (5.4)
with Q ell = 1 to convert the product n^ ni irnto the concentratiqn of ground 	 -
state atom.s, nAG and by similarly expressing nn in terms of nAG'
2 nA
nAG = Qe 1 A
	
(5.9)
	 .
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n- n
	 nz e -
^I (1 _ 1^n2)IT
n AG (5. 10)
•	 The sum of the absorption coefficients for Bremsstrahlung and free-
,	 bound transitions is
.	 10	 -X 1 	 xTT e mE nAG e	 1 ^^ e n
k	 p)^ (T,	 =	 2x	
_
	
(5.11)_	 .	 -	 .	 _
3,^3 C^ 3 Ti	 l	 -	 n3
n-n
9	
w
d^where we efine x = Z2	 , anci we 4aave useci in (5. 5) the expression for then
n T
ioniza:tion potential of hydrogen in terms of fundamental constants,
el = e4 nzE /Zk -F`i 2	 (5.12)
to get the first terrn in brackets irz (5. 11).
If w is given in eV and nAG 'ui crn - 3 , then kW in cm -1 is
x
-
n	 °'	 n	 -x
1k = 1. 99 x 10	
-3G	 2 x ^^	
e
 3	 ew
^	 1 n -= n
	
n
w
(If the lowering of the ioniza.tion potential were important, Eq. (5. 11) would
oa IThave 1/2 x l re;p3:aced by e f /Zxl).
The e-mission coefficient G. (T,p) is defined as
,
Ew (?`, P) _ ^ (T , P) Bw ('T)
-w /kT
=k (T,p) (1-e	 )B
c^	 w
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The semi-class-ical a:p.proximation to c w (T, p) found from Fqs. (5. 11)
and (5. 13) is shown in Fi.g. 5. 1 for p= 3 a.tm and T= 14, 000 K. Th-e total
continuum power emitted per unit voLume, neglectin.g reabsorption effects,
is found by integrating e W over sfllid angle and over the photo.n spe.ctrum.
m
Pcc (T, p) =J d(Z fe w  (T, P) dw = 4'rr f ew (T, P) dw	 (5.14)
0	 0
-9	 e_ 1	 1	 watts
x 10 n
AG x	
x+^° 404	 3
1	 1	 1	 cm
In Fig. 5.2, Pcc (T, p) is p ,lotted versus telnperature for a hydrogen
plasma at 3 atm.	 ,
If, on the other hand, the vacuum ultraviole:t part of the spectrum
(w y 13. 6 eV) is effectivel.y reabsorbed, the contanuurn power lost in th:e
semi-classical approximation is
13.6
1'Cc (w s 13,6) - 4Tr j c 
w 
(T, P) dw
0
j
= 8.58 x 1C9 nAG
	
-xl	 (5. 15)
	
e .._._.._. 	 1 + 0. 404	 ycratts
	
: _ _.._...... 	
_—	
_.._._.. _.-..
x l 	 xl	 cm3
which is also shown in Fig. 5. 2.
The relative magnitude of bound-free emissinn and Bremsstrahlung
can now be determined. The contribution of ion- electron Brems stra:hlung to
the emitted power, as compared to the bound=free emission, is estimated by
comparing 1/x l to 2.404 when no reabsorption occurs and to 0.404 when the
vacuum ultraviolet is strongly reabsorbed. For the temperatures of i.nterest
we have 0. 07 ¢ x l ' 1 [ 0. 14. Thus Brem.sstrahlung is not expected to be an
important factor unless th,e bound free emission is irihibited by reabsorption.
The other conti .nuum contribution, Bremsstrahlung associated with
electron-neutrai collisions, is much smaller than electron-ion Brernsstrah-
lung exc ept when atom s a r e at lea st on e hund r ed tim e s mo r e a bundant than
io.ns. 23 Qn1y at low temperatures, such as 10, 000 K, antl high pressures
- 3 . 0 -
^
1 J^
,,v 1°40^^
^
^
^ >
^
^
._.
u
3	 103
W
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10 rlticiriiiiiiir..iiii^^^^,1.. :,j. .	 1	 Y/f///.t'.Y/////.^► i
0	 4	 8	 12	 16	 20
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Fig. 5.1	 Semi-ciassical Approxirriation for the Continuum
S.pectral Emissivity of Hydrogen and the Black Body
Li:m.ite for Two Cho.ices of Radiue
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does the neutral concentration overwhelrn the ion concentration sufficiently
to make neutral Bremsstrahlung as irrmportant as electron-ion Bremsstrah-
,
lung, which itself is only a smali fraction of the total radiation. Moreover,
as can be seen from Fig. 5. 2, plasma radiation is very small under these
conditions. For our purposes, then, the contribution of neutral Bremsstrah-
.	 lung can be safely omitted as an important radiation loss mechanis.m.
The expression.s quoted above are semi-classical in origin. To
include the quantum effects the cross-sections must be multiplied by a
,	 c.orrection factor known as the Gaunt factor. For free-free transitions at
the te:mperatures and pressures und.er
 consideration the Gaunt factor
averaged over the range of uu is approximately 1.4. (The precise value
varies Euith ternperature and pressure. ) Since this is a correction to an
already srnall contributio-n it is not included in further computations.
The bound-free transitions also have Gaunt factors associated witl•i
them. The most itnportant quantum correction., about 20°jo, con:cerns th:e
transi:tion to the ground state. Rather than using a Gaunt factor, however,
it is more convenient in this case to begin with the correct quantum cross
secti,on for the re.gion of w where the bulk of the emission occurs. From
Bethe and Salpeter 24 we have to replace Eha cross-section of (5. 6) wh:en
n=1by
8/3
_ 1 g	
U1
k eI 	 2Q	 =
	
6.34x 10	 _	 (cm )	 (5. 16)
{p , 1 
We then separate off the continuum n= 1 term of the sum in (5. 11)
and find the absorption coefficient to be
	
n	 xn	 '^1
k 
u^ 
(T, p') = 1. 99 x 10-g 3G	 2 A +^	 e 3	 e
'	 n-n
w
n l
 + 6. 34 x 10 -18 n	
 ^
13.6) 8/3 cm-1	 (5.17)
AG w 
- The last terrim is, of course, only to be used when nw ^ < 1. This quantum
correction is the only o:ne we inclucle in the caiculatio:ns in Subse.ction 5. 6.
f
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5.4 ATOMIC TRANSITIONS
The final radiation process to be considered is the transition between
two atomic bound states. The total power emitted in a spectral line corres-
ponding to a transition from an upper state of quantum number n' to a lower
state designated by quantum number n is easily cornputed €rom th-e we21
known fnn ' numbe.r for atomic transitions.
The f numbers of the most important lines 25
 are gi,ven in Tab1e S. 1.
Th-e f number of the higher lines (n' 7 8) in the first three aeries are given
by
3
,
n
fnn' - An	 t2	 2	 (5.18)
n -- n )
where A 1 = 1.6 for the Lyman series, (n = 1), A.2 = 3. 7 ror the Balriner
series (.n. = 2), and A 3 = 5.3 for the Pasch.en series (n = 3). The fn,n'
numbers for tran:sitions involving n> 3 can be approximated as
,	 3
n	 (5. 19)fnn ^ = 1. 96 n	 -._^ _. ^-2	.
r^ - n
From the fnn ' number the cross section integrated over ph,oton energy is
faund to be
2 n e -^F f ^
6 	 inE c nn
anii the power emitted per unit solid angle i s given by
- uunn I /kT	 2 ..wln/kT
c d:w - (1 - e	 ) B	 (T) ann' nAG {n e	 ) (5.20)
line w , w	 ^ nn`
rtn
I_	 1
where W^i = k01 
=2 - 2 . By substituting for Bw ,(T), Eq. (5. 20) can
j	 1	 nn
be rewritten as:
,
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TABLE 5.1
f NUMBERS FOR HYDROGEN FOR TRANSITIONS
FROM LOWER STATE n TO UPPER STATE
FROM REFERENCE 25
2 .416Z
I t 3 .0791
4 . ozgo
5 .0139
6 .0078
1 t
.0048
8 .003Z
3 .641
1	 t 4 .1195
11 5 .0444
it 6 .02235
7 .01Z4
it 8 .0082
3 4 .8413
1' 5 .150
t'i 6 .0554
11 7 .0271
ti 8 .0162
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^	 ..	 . . ^.a17 ,
^ 
w ln , /kT	 3
f E^ ^= f^, nAG e
	
kiL) 3
e•fi1nJ 	.   _
line ^, 
	 2,^mEc n4	 ^Zn
(Xnl _ ^ 1 )	 ^Z 3
- g	 e	 n -n1.^4x 10 nAGfnn' 	 4^2	 3	 .
n	 n	 cro s te rad	 .
Th.e power emitted (4TT times Eq. (5. 21)) in severai of the low-lying
lines dwarfs the total continuum contribution. In Table 5.2 we illustrate
this fea.ture for hydrogen a.t 14, 000 K an:d 3 atrn. However reabsorpti.on,
which will be discussed in the next subsection, reduces the magnitude of
the 10 s s e s due to line r adiation. In o r de r to a dequat e2y analyz e line t rans -
port it is essential to know not only i;he total energy radiated but also the
detailed profiles of the strong lines. The profile is modified by the
influence of other particles. In the presence of atoms, ions and electrons
the shape of the line is braadened from the narrow Lorentz character:tstic
of the natural line shape; however the change in total power ernitted is
negligible. In an ionized plasma such as in the 1 ►ot core of the rocket the
broadening is caused mainly by the chargeii particles and is coxxzmonly
term:ed Stark broa.dening. Hydrogen lines are affected more strongly by
Stark broadening than lines of other atoms, so that in ionized hydrogen
other broadening inechanisms such as Doppler broadening are unitrrportant.
The profiles of hydrogen lines subject to Stark broadening serve as
impo rtant dia gno stic to ol s; a s a r e sult th ey ha ve b e en tkio r oughly studi ed.
Elaborate calculati.ons of the profiles have been perforrned and the profiles
carefully tabulat.ed. ?b For our purposes, however, only the far wings of
thhe L-yman lines are important. I•n the asymptotic far wings th-e profile S
is adequately descri}aed by 2 tirtmes the Holtsma:rk profi]L:
S( Or, )= 2 cnn, / I a 1 5 /2
	
( 5. 22)
where Cnn r is a constant and pc is the reduced wavelength defined in terms
of the_ line center energy wo , tihe line center wavelength X. and the normal
field strength
Fo " e(4rr nZ I3)?/3
	, cr. = (w - wp ) X o /w Fo
0
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TABLE 5,2
POWER EMITTED BY LINES IN TR-ANSPARENT APPROXIMATION.
HYDROGEN AT 3 ATMOSPI-IERES AND T = 14000 K
Power Em, -it-ted
Line ... n' n .[wa^_g/gm3
La 2 1 7.0 x 10 5
.4 3 1 4.62 x 104
Ly 4 1 2.4 x 104
L 8 5 1 4.59x 103
6 1 2337
7 1 1350
8 1 866
9 a w 1 2463
H 4 z 1507
H y 5 2 616
6 2 314
.. 
4 3 418
5 3 176
6 3 94.3
.	 . .....
5 4 80.4
Continuum Z. 6 x 104
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The profile is normalized by .requixing
	
co	 -
fs  (a ) da. = 1	 (5.23)
Thty:s in our spectral plots of the emission coefficient vs w we liave
	
- I da ^ 	 fE	 S(a)	 E^ dww	 w 	 (s.Z4)
l i*_ie
	
x 0—F;..  S (a.) f E^ dw
	 (5.25)
0 0 line
The factor of two in Eq, (5. 22) is required in order to include the electron
liroadening effects as well as the ion broadening. The values of C nn i for
the first three Lyman lines Z7 are given in Tab1e 5. 3. Typical li.ne
broadened profiles are illustrated in Fig. 5. 3. Only tlie firstt four lines
are shown isolated. The hi.gher-lying lines are indistirzguishable. 'I'hey
merg.e to forrn an extension of the bound-fre-e continuum.. Wlien necessary
more detailed kine profiles can be found in Griem. ^6
5.5 SIMPLE IVIODEL OF RADIATIVE LO5SES
Using the spectral effective absorption coefficien-ts fou-nd in the last
subsection we can now proceed to model the radiation from the hot plasma
c or e..
In principle we wi;sh to £iiid the spectral intensity lw (x, n) at each
	
point x and directio.n n in the core by solving the e.quatio ,n,	 -
n • ^ I (x, n ) = k I ( T , p) ^ B {T) - I (?^, ^ ^	 (5.2fi)
c^	 w	 w	 uu
subject to the boundary condition tlia.t at the outer surface of the plasma tlie
radiant intens,ity I^ directed into the plasrna be zero.. Rather tlian attempt
such an ambitious ta.sk here, we are satisfied to develop a m.odet in which
the plasma radiati.on can be treated as a lo.cal loss term in the gas d.ynainic
equations and in which tlie total flux of radiation a-t the edges can be es-timated..
;
—38»
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TABLE 5.3
COEFFICIENTS FOR ASYMPTOTIC
Cn,n tRHYDOGEN HOLTSMARK PROFILES
5-72
FROM REFERENCE 27
c I
2	 3.37 x 10- 6
3
	 1.80 x 10-5
4	 3. 99 x 10- 5
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Fig. 5.3	 Star-k Broaden-ed Profiles of Lyman Series in Hydrogen
and t-he Black Body Limits for the Two Choices of Radius
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To this end we consider the radiation lost per unit volurrme at temperatu.re
T and pressure p from the pla-sxxia to be equivalent to the average radia_
.
	
	 tion loss per u-nit volume from an infinitely long cylinder of uniform
tempe rature T, pr es sure p and radiu;a r. In this way the majar qualita-
tive effects of r-eabsorption are estirnated without including the effects of
temperature variation,s.
	
T'he power ernitted per unit Length at a give.n w is	 i
	P 	 2 Bw (T) R F [ k 
w 
R]	 {5.27)
where the £unction F is defined as
T'T/Z 	 2 kw ^R	 2 kw'R
	
F k' R= 2	 d9 cos 9
	 I —__	 : L	 (5. 28)
^ w }	 1 cos 6
	 1 cos
0
.	 The function 1 1
 and Ll
 are respectively tlie modified Bessel function of
order one and t'he modified Struve fanctio-n of order o,ne.. The funcaion
F(kw ^ R) gives the ratio of actual power emitted to the power emitted by
.	 a bla-ckbody of tlie sa_ r•ne radius. It is plo.tted in Fig. 5. 4.
Two ex.treme li.mits are important. W. hen k^ i:s sufficientiy sr.nall
s-o that k t
 R C< 1 is aatisfied, reab.sorption effects are uniirnportant.
Tlie totalemission per u•nit length is then equivalent to the emi.s-sion per
uni.t vo-luxne xnultiiplied by tlie are.a:
^
Pw (voiurne ) - (4 'rf cw ) (IT R. ) = 4 Tf R2 k w Bw	( 5. ? 9')
The other extreme is large k^ . When k^ R>7 1 reabsorption dominates
^	 a.nd tlie cyl:i.nder looks 1i.:ke a hlackbody suwirface radiator:
-	 '- 	 RP	 -( Tt B)(2 n R) = 2'rT2 B	 {5. 3U)^u {surfaee)
	 w	 w
For coxnparison these two extreme lixnits are also plotted in Fig. 5, 4 wit'h
tlie factor of 2 R Buu divided out. Calculations us ing Eq. (5. 25) to
weight the various parts of the spectrum can be performed numerically;
however, first esti.rnate-s of the effect of radiatioin can be ma_de by res.orting
-41-
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Black Approximation
[ k^ R]
"I,,Ra^
 F 1[ k' IR
1^	 wNI
^
1! 'd
.01 L-
.01
Fig. 5.4 Ra-tio of Actual Power Lost to Black Body Lir, mut on Power
Lost for an Infinite Cylinder. The Transparent. and: Black
Body Approxi miation^s Are Als^o Shown:.
10
to an eve-n stronger approximation, The power lost per unit length will
be appr-oximated as the smaller of P (voLu	 and Pcr	 me)	 w (suxface)'
Using Eqs. (5.24) and (5. 30) we find that the plasma is a trans-
parent volume radiiator for all w such that 2 kW' 1ZR s 1 is true_, or
-	 equivalently, s uch that
B (T)
e (T ,
 p) s	 w.w	 Z R	 (5.31)
i.s satisfied. The transparent radiation losses can be mmediateiy in_
corporated into the fluid dynamic equation as e, loss term. The divergence
of the plasma flux Sw
 at any energy w is sim.ply
S	 =4 Tr E (T , P) .	 (5. 3Z}
--• uu	 w
If tlie opposite inequality is valid, i. e.
B	 ('I' )
W.
2 R
	
^ ew ('I', P) ,	 (5.33)
the plasrna acts as a blackbody radiator with effective vc ►lume rad'iation
2 n B (T ) /R
uu
It is not clear whether or not this loss should be included in the fluid
mechanics as an effective volume 1oss. Even though i:t is a loss from
the rnaterial, the loss occurs main}.y at the surface; particulariy when
2 k^ R>7 1 is satisfied. Then rriost of the plasina in ou.r model is un-
affec:tecl since the temperature is assumed to be held fixed througlaout
the radius. In a more realistic approximatioin, rad'ial ternperature
gradients must exist which then lead to heat transfer froxn the hotter
interior- to the cooler surface. The he.at
 tranefer is acctirnplished through
both thermal conduction and radiative transfer. In th•is zrzanner the surface
losses do influenee t'he interior. However a realistic radial profile may
also resiult in photon trap,ping especially for regions of the spectrum
where kW is very large. Without additiona], information concerning the
radial temperature profile it is difficult to asses.s accurately the role
of the surfac.e radia-tion in fl.uid equations, especially when the equations
do not admit radial temp.erature gradients. This a-mbiguity suggests tha_ t
two predictioins of radiative losse.s should be made. For an upper limit on
-43»
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the flux which leaves the plasma, both the biackbody and transparent
radiation are included. For a reasonable lower limit on ra.diative loss
only the transparent radiation and any borderline blackbody rad'iation
(say 2 kw' R c 3) are to be included.
5.6 A PPLYING T HE MODEL
Our criterion is illustrated in Figs. 5. 1 and 5. 3 where, in addi..
tion to the contributions to the emissio:n coefficient, we have plotted the
fun:ction B w (T)/(2R) for two values of R of interest. In Fig. 5.1 whexe
the classical approximation to the continuum radiation is shown., t'lie low
energy region of the spectrurn is seen to lie below the curves B w (T)/2R
for both radii. Therefore the transparen-t requirenzent is sati.sfied.
The vacuum ultraviolet portion (w a 13. 6 eV) lies slightly be[ow
$w (T) /2R for R= 0. 05 mm but well above for R= 1 cm. 14ence the
VLTV is barely transparent for the sm:all radius and strongiy black for the
large radius. Four distinct Lyman lines are shown ir. Fig. 5. 3. The
three lowst lines are strongly black at their peak but tliey possess wide
transparent wings. The higher l.ines tend to mimic an extension of the
continuum. In our calculati.on.s of power lost we liave luznped the higher
Lyrnan lines, Lb and above, with the true continuum. insofar as deter -
mi.ning w'hether they are black, marginally black, or transparent. To
determine the power lost in t4ie transparent limit for the region of
w z 13.6 eV we have used the quantum-.mechanical expression (5. 17)
for the conta.nuurn., and the sum of line strengths for n' a g for the high
lying lines. For the three isolated lines the centers have bee:n treated
as black. Fortunately the transition between the black center and the
transparent wing occu.rs far ernough from the line center that the
asyrnptotic Holtsmark profile is adequate to describe t'he line. The
transition point pw where black tu.rns to transparent can be determined
by finding p U) such that E w as found frorn Eq. (5.25) sa.tisfies the equalityin Eq. (5. 31).
The total power per steradian radiated by the wings is thus found
by integration to be
8 C r^n':_	 d_ _
line wings _ 3	 3/2	 r Ew w
	 5. 34)(rx .T )	 1ir,.e nn	 (
^
where a;T is t:he reduced wavelength. corresponaing to th.e transition from
black to transparent.
'Z'he only ot'her li.ne which is strongly reabsorbed i.n our calcula-
tions is the first Balmer line 1-1^. ThE self absorption is important
_ 44..
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only at high pressures and large radii. The asymptotic formulas are
not sufficient to estimate the reabsorption, thus the detailed pro€iles
of Griem26
 must be used.
The total power enlitted per unit volume, includi.ng all tran-sparent
radiation and an effective vacuum ultraviolet radiation whenever it is
marginally black, is illustrated inFigs. 5.5 and 5. 6 as a function of
 temperature for two values of pressure and radius. * In the numerical
fluid mechani^cal calculations of Section 7, the radiation loss terzns are
adequately ap.proximated as constant factors multipiying one of the semi-
classical formula.s (5.14) or (5.15). The.se approximations are also in-
dicated in. Fi.gs. 5. 5 and 5. 6. A11 the formulas are of the following
form:
I
-6 /T
1?,I, = 8.b x 10' 9 C 1 ( eT f CZ ) gT nAG e	 ( w 3 )	 (`-^.35)
I	 I	 cm
where nA G is in cm-3 . The constants C 1 and C2 used. for various
pressures and radii are co.nverted to a different forrn, in mks units, in
Eg. (7.38), and then listed in Table 7.3.
The calculations listecl above are reasonable estimates of the
effe.ctive loss term per unit votume from tlie bulk of the hot plasma.
Radiation wlii^ch is su•bject to strong reabsorption has not been included
in these estimates. The blackbody surface contribs.tion can 3ie easily
ineluded by integrating Tp B w (T) over the region of the spectrum whicli
satisfies our criterion for blackness. In order to compare the magnitude
o£' t'he black and transparent losses, either the blackbot'_y losses must be
rewritten as effective volume losses, or the transparent losses must be
transforxned into an effective surface flux. In Table 5.4 we have com-
pared t'he bla.ck and transparent effective surface fluxes for two situations
of interest.
The transparent radiation accounts for the major portion of the
total power lost. However the blackbody contriiiution is still a significant
fra.ction of the total loss. Furtherm.ore tlie fraction of the total emission
whic:h is blackbody radiation generally increases as the radius becomes
_.	 -
x_Rad^.ation which is black is not incLuded because of uncertai.nty in the
radial temperature grad'i.ents, as discussed iaelow Eq. (5.33).
^
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Fig. 5.5	 Power Radiated from Hydrogen (3 atm, , R = I em) Showing
Num erical Resul-ts and the Analytic Approximation
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TABLE 5.4
EFFECTIVE SURFACE RADIATION LOSSES
f
LASER
Pressure	 3 atm
Temperature	 14000 K
Rad:ius	 .056 cm
Tran:s:parent
	
1579 watts/cm2
Black	 462 watts / cm2
Total	 2041 watts/cmz
5 MW
3 a tm
14000 K
1.25 cm
6507 watts/cm2
3356 watts / cm2
9863 watts/crn2
r
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larger. For accurate results at larger radii it is necessary to include
the blackbody radiation properly, but this is difficult unless one has
knowledge of the radial temperat.ure profi.le, as discussed beLow Eq. (5. 33).
5.7 SUMMARY
Havin.g analyzed the gross beliavior of the spectral emission co-
efficient as a function of W , T and p, we have obtained estimates of the
volume power loss due to transparent raadiation, and of the black body
surface radiation. These estirnates are based upon a simpl.e model _
o.ne in which the radi.ation lost per unit volume frorn the core at g.iven T
and p is assumed to equal the radiation lost per unit volume from an
infinite cylinder of equivalen:t T, p and. R. The reabsorption effects
included are those of th.e cylinder at uniform ternperature and pressure.
Only two extremes of reabsorption effects are recognized in t'he final
calculations of power lost: tlie radiation of a given frequency is treated
as being either transparent or black.
Our caleulat-ions show that radi.ation losses rise rapidly with
tempe.rature, peakin.g at approxixnately 18, 000 K where ionizatio.n is
cozriplete. It is important therefore to know the operating temperature
accurately. A small error in determining the operating teznperature can
lead to a large incre.ase in radiation lost. Since the operati.ng teirnperature
is intimately related to the propagation mechanism, it is also important
to understand thoroughly how LSC waves propagate.
Slack laocly surface radiation is less irrLportant than transparent
radiative losses for the configurations studied. However, the black body
radiation is not negligible, and its importance increases witli plasma
diameter. Future work should include modeling of the radial ternperature
gradients so that better estimates of the surface radi.ation IUMf- can be
made.
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6. ESTIMATE OF LASER SUPPORTED COMBUSTION WAVE PROPERTIES
To enable the flow'ing hydrogen core of the laser-heated rocket to
absorb la.ser energy, it nsust be heated to a temperature whe•re thermal
ionization take.s pla-ce, i. e. , to ternperatures of order 10, 000 K. In stAady
state the mechanism for providi.ng
 tiiis heating is a laser supported con.5ustion
(L5C) wave, which is a zone of rapid tempera.ture increase from ambient
temper-ature to temperatures wh.ere absorption of the laser energy can take
pla4e. Laser energy flows through this Lone frotn the cold side and is
absorbed on the hot side. The hot plasma transrnits energy forward to the
cold gas by conduc:tion and by radiation emission froin the plasrria, this
providing the energy necessary to heat the cold gas up to tetnperatures where
it can absorb laser energy. T'hus the wave is supported by the laser energy,
which indirectiy converts cold flowing gas to hot flowing gas, using la.ser
absorption in t.he hot gas, plasma ernission, and conduction and plasma
rad'iation absorption in the cold gas as mechanisxns.
Such waves liave been obser-ved in air, in a non-steady geo-m.etry,
by focusing laser intensiti.es of 10 5 to 10 7 W/cmz on solid targets.
Evaporation of tlie targets provides electrons wh4ch initiate absorption of
laser energy in tlie gas in front of the targe.t, and a temperature wave is
observed to move avray from. t'he target toward the laser beam,, at subsonic
speeds. This wave is an LSC wave moving reLative to the still air. It is
observed to move at a definite^ peed, ^ hich depends oan t'he laser intensity.
(At intensities greater than 10 W/cm , the rapid. energy deposition in-
crease.e the pressure greatly and causes shock waves to precede the heated
zon.e, a phenomenon ::alled a laser-stxpported detonation (LSD) wave ).
The laser-heated rocket flow is con.ceived to begin with a
stationary LSC wave providing the mechanism to heat the flowing hydrogen.
The wave is raiade stationary by flawing parallel to the laser bea.m at just
the spe:ed with which the wave would want to Aropagate towards the beam.
This wave forms the initial condition for the flow in the plasma core, so
it is necessary to know its speed for a gi,ven laser intensity, to establish
the ra.te of mass flow into the core..
Experirnentally, LSC waves in air have been observed by the non-
 steady m:ethod d-escribed above and curves of intensity vs. speed derived
(Ilef. 28). Theoretical 1y, a num^l^er of a.ttempts have been made to model
aix LSC waves Z9, 30, 31_
	
	
, although their scuecess iri comparing with experi-
ment has been limzted. There is no information., either exper'xmen:tal or
theoretical, on LSC waves in hydrogen. Since radiation from the gas plays
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a cruci-al role i.n LSC wave properti,es, and since radiation properties of
hyd.rogen are quite different from those of air, one cannot easily ext.rapolate
froin air to hydrogen. The lack of reliable informatior•a o-n the intensity vs.
speed relation of LSC waves in hydrogen must be considPred one of the
major uncertairrties in the study of the flowing core laser-heated rocket.
Nevertheless, it was necessary to estimate the intensity vs,
speed curve for hydrogen in order to provide initial condi:tion:s for the
plasma core strearntube calcula:ticn. For this purpose, the sirnple model
of ,lackson and Nielsen 30
 was adapt ,^-d to hydrogen. ln this model we needed
to characterize the high temperature errmissi:on and low ternperature absorp-
tion of hydrogen. For the latter, a classical continu:rxm absorption coeffi.cient
was assumed. For the forrner, the radiated power was taken to be the
continuum radiated power per unit voluxrie, as found by Yos in Ref. 32.
With these assumptions the Jackson-Nie3.sen rnodel was used to obtain th:e
.,._intensity vs, spsed curve for hyd.rogen at 1 atim and 3 atm.
Th:e results are shown as the solid lines on Fig. 6. 1. Also shown
there is the ,Tackson-N.ielsen result for air at 1 atm as the dashed line, and
the data for 1 atm air of Ref. 28. It is seen that the hydrogen estimates do
not differ mucli from the air theory in the range 4E5 to lE6 W/cm 2 , Also
evi.dent is the disa.greement between the air- theory and experirnent, with
the theory about a factor of 3 lower than the experimental results.
ln spite of the uncertainty, a point near the 3 atm lin:e at 3 67E5
W/cm Z (3. 67E9 1+V/m Z ) and 1340 cm/s (13.4 m/s) was used for the rnitial
conditions of the core calculation. This corresponds for T o = 300 K to a
mass flow per unit area of 0. 3316 g/cm 2 --s (:i, 316 kg/m2-s).
Fqr the 10 atm core calculation s, it was a s sutnecl that the iziten-
sity vs, mass flow per unit area was the sa
.
m-e as for 3 atm; this rediuces
th-e speed to 400 cm/s (4. 0 m/s).
W These estirnates were made before the work described in Sec. 5 was
undertaken to defi.ne hydrogen radiation em.ission. That work could be
used to develop a rnuch rr^ore sopliisticated rraodel of LSC waves in hydroger.,,
which avoi.d:s rnost oi the assumptions inherent in the model of ,Tackson anii
Nielsen, and whicki uses a much more accurate description of radiation
emission and absorption than is possibip ,vith the formulas of Ref. 32.
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7. FLOWING CORE S'I'REAMTUBE MODEL
7.1 INTROD UC TI.ON
The central streamtube of the flowing-core Iaser-heated rocEcet
combines a nurnber of physical phenomena. It absorbs laser radia:tiori,
it dissociates and ionizes, it emi:ts p:lasma radiation, and it flows through
a variable area channel. All these phenornena must be included in a model
to calculate the properties of the streamtube. The analysis described in
the final report on the previous contract (Ref, i) in:clud:ed laser radiation
absarption in a variable area channel, but treateci the g.as as perfect, with
constant specific heats, and d.id .n.ot in:clud ,e loss of energy by plas-ma radia-
tion. Hyrogen is fully dissociated at abou^t 800 ,OK (with dissociation energy
2. 16 x 10 6
 J/kg) an:d is 50% ion:ized between 16, 000 and 17, OOOK (wi.th
ion.ization energy 13. 1 x 10 8 J/kg), while the total enthalpy change frorn $
300K to 8, OOOK is 3. 76 x 10 T/Ecg and frorn 8, 000 to lfi, 0 , OO1K is 8. 37 x 10
J/kg. Thus it is clear that tlie dissociatioln and ionization processes are
important energy sinks, and hydrogen shoulcl be treat.ed as a real gas. 'i'he
loss of energy by plasma radiation ermission both reduces the energy in the
streamtube and defines an energy loss agains-t which th;e walls mUst be
protected, so it is also important to include this physical phenomena.
A model of the flowing--core streamtube was constructed wh.ich
in:clud,ed variabi, area, one-dir-nensional flow of d:issociating and ionizing
hydro:gen in chernical equili.brium, with laser energy absorption by inverse
Bremsstrahlung, and plasma radiation emission. This model was reduced
to the solution of three first order differential zquations which were solved
by straightforward integrati.on on a computer. Tiiis secti.on will describe
the cnodel, and give the results of sor-ne calcula.tions for configurations of
inte r e st.
7.2 BASIG E-QUA_TION'S
The one-dimensi:onal mass conserva.tion equation for a gas of
clensity o, speed c in a cha,nnel of area A gives th-e tnass flow rate as
m=cs uA, A=rrRZ
	(7.1)
-5,_
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_12_ +	 du 0
dx	 dx (7.2)
The m-omentu-m- conserva-tion equation relates the pressure gradient to the
velocity grad-i-ent by
Th-e ener-gy equation has laser absorption terms and plasma emission term,.;s.
The conservati-on'of energy requires thle divergence of the total energy flux,
to vanish. This total energy flux has three parts in the present. probler-n.
One is the total enthalpy flux of th ,e gas, p uAH, where H is t-he total enthalpy.
The second is the laser energy flux, AI, where I is the laser intensity per
unit area, and the third is the plasma emission radiant energy flux vector
S. The energy equation is then
R
ddx (P u AH + AI) +	 27 v V	 dr	 (7.3)f
0
The laser energy is absorbed wirth absorption coefficient k L accord-ing to
d Ai	 AI	 (7.4)dx- = - "L
whose solution is, with ( ) i denoting co-nditions at x = 0,
x
AI = (AI)i
	 =f
c_T
	 kL dx	 (7. 5)
ol
use of Eqs. (7. 4), (7. 5) and (7. 1) in (7. 3) allows th.e energy equation to be
written as
	
dH	 dh	 udu dQ
	x 	 cix t d.x	 dx (7.6)
R
k (AI)	 2T'T r V S drdQ	 0 (7.7)
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P
(7.8)
ci^	 d^u
`=P = - o u ---dx	 dx (?. 9a)
This is written so the laser absorption term is recognized as a heat addition,
and the plasrna emissi,on term as a heat loss.
The problem is then one of heat addition to a one-dim, ensional nozzle
f1ow, with the heat ad-dition term coupled to the flow, since k L
 and C7 • S
de:pend on the local properties of the gas.
Th,e conventional way to solve this problern, as described in Ref. 1,	 r
is to take the area A(x) as given, and solve for dp, du and dp from (7. 1),
(7. Z) and (7, 6). The results show the sonic singularity at M= 1, which
makes for difficulties in the nurnerical integration of the equa,tions when
there is heat addition or real gas effe.cts, both of which are ±aresent h-ere.
An alternative m:ethod of soluti-on was therefor-e used, whicli led to simple
numerical soiutions.
L ead of taking the area as given, we take the velocity distribution
u(x) as known. This ieaves the thermodynamic variables p, p, T to be
found frorn (7. 2) and (7. 6) and th^^ equation of state. Then A(x) its found
from (7. 1), since the mass flow rate m is given. This is a perfectly
acceptab2e method of solving the problem, as long as on:e chooses u(x) so
the resulting area dastributions are realistic, and this can be accomplished
with a little experience.
Equation.s (7. 2) and (7. 6) can be written easily in terrns of d!p and
dT by izsing the equation for t'he enthalpy of equilibrxurim liydrogen in the
form
h = h (p, T)
If this is in:serted into (7.6), and (7. 2) used to elimine:te dp, (7. 2)
a. nd (7. 6) become
dT dQ_
dx dx
f bh 1 d^up -	 1 u ^c
`ap J,^ dx p (7. 9'b)
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Wh.en the thermodynamic properties of hydrogen and th.e radiation properties
which are contained in dQ are defi,-ned, the specification of u(x) enables a
straightforward integration of these two equations from any given initial
condition. From their solutio-n and the gas law, the radius of the stream-
tube is obtained from (7. 1) as
R t(rrm/iT p u.) 1/2	(7, 10)
Actually the emission term in (7. 7) involves R, so (7. 10) i.s used for R 	 ,
duri.ng the course of the integration.
7.3 THERMODYNAMIC PROFERTIES OF EQUILZBRIUM HYDROGEN
We need the derivatives of enthalpy with respect to p and T, the
equation of state which relate:s p and T, and the composi.tion of the mixture
of hydrogen molecules, atoms, ions and electrons. The pressure deriva-
tive of h can be expressed in terrns of the equation of state by a classical
use of reciprocity rela.tions between the derivatives of h and entragy, which
aare in turn obta,ined from the second la.w. These lead to
\ aP) ..	 p	 a ln p^ ^+ r d 1 n'T P
so tha.t
_
^ ^ah^p^	
a In Q
' 1 - 3 ln 'r ^
T	 p
(7.11)
We characteritie the hydrogen as a mixture of perfect gases whose
components have number densities; molecules nM, atoms nA , ioris n; and
elec:trons nE . We do not expect to get to a texrnperature where otla-er species
a r e signi.f.icant, no r a r e the r e multiply ioniz.ed atom s, so nI = nE. A s
reaction coordinates we izse th-e fraction of molecules dissociated R and the
fracti,on of - atom:s ionized, a :
(nA + nI)/2	
nI
_
--	 -	 a -
nM+(nA +nT) /Z '	 nA+nl	 (7.12)
In terxris of the original number of particles per unit voLurn.e,
np = nM + (nA + nI)I2
	
(7.13)
,
the nurr^ber den:sity of the species are
nM = no (1 - ^ ) ,	 nA = Z no 8 (1 - a) ,	 nI = iiE = Z no 8 QL	 (7.14)
_yg_
a
^J
^....	
_ .	
..
and the corresponding partial pressure are found from
pi = ni kT	 (7. 15)
where k is the Boltzmann constant. The partial rrmass densities are, in
tersns of the particle masses mi,
p M = nM mM . pA = nA mA , pl = nz ml pE = nl mE	 {7. 16)
and the total numper and mass densities are
n=no[1+A(1-I-2e.)]. p =n
o M
m	 (7.17)
Whenever convenient we will use th:e facts that to an excellent ap:proximation
for hydrogen, mA = rnI - mM/2-
The equatkon of state is th.e su,m of the partial pressures,
p = p Z RM T, Z= 1+$(1 + 2a) . RM = k/mM	(7.18)
where Z zs the compressi.bi.lity factor and R.M the gas constant for the mole-
cules. We have now expresse.d p in terms of p, T through cc and $ by (7. 18).
Since p and T are the depend:ent variables in the basic differential equations
(7. 9), we need a, $ in term.s of T, p.
Since we deal with liydrogen in thei rrriochemical equilibrium, c. and
0 are determined by the Law of Mass Action in terms of tlie thermodynami:c
variables of the mix-ture. There are two reactions occuring, dissociation
a:nd ionization:
H Z =^ 2H
	 H =^ Hfi + E
 For each the equilibrium constant provides a relation between the
partial pressures and the partition functions of the species, involving the
heat of reaction. These relations are
- 59--
2	 T-Tm	 3/2 (kT) 5/2 Q	 Z	 oe D mM /kTpp,	 _	 .
	
_ elA	 -h .
-	
A	 (7. 19a)
pM 	 hPQ v Qr Qe1M
21Tm 3/2	 Q Qpl PE 	 E	 5/2	 elI elE -h- o m/kT_
	
2	 (kT)	 Q 	 e D	 I	 (7. 19^b)
p A	 hP	 elA
where h i.s Planck's constant, Q v and Q r are the vibrational and rotational
partitioX functions of H, Qeli are th:e electronic partitio .n functions of the
species, h Do is the he t of d'issociation of a molecule per u^nit mass and
h; is th.e heat of ioniaation of an atom per unit mass. FroTn (7. 14), (7. 15),
(7. 17) and (7. 18) the partial pressure ratios are
.
2
PA 	 4f2	 °-..a( 1	 .)z	 `1B (j -_a_)Z ^	 (7.20a)
- -	 - —	 n kT = -._:-_
pM	
1_.^.. __...._ 	 0	 1= f3	 Z
^	 2 2	 2PI PE 4^ a
	
2La ^
-pA: 	 Z ^ (1 - -^ ) n kI o	 1 a Z	 (7. 20b)
The rotational partition function Q r may be ap.proximated by T/2 6 where
8 r = 87. 62K for HZ and the factor of Z comes from the symrne.try oi th-e
molecule. This is a valid a;pproximation for T 7> 8 r ; it is about 10% low
at 300K but onl.y 0. 5°jo low at 1000K. The vibrational partition function is
-I
Q v
 =^1 = e -ev/T j where 6 v = 59'83K for HZ . The electronic parti.tion
function for the molecule may be replaced by its ground-state statistical
wei.gfit 1, since its first excited state lies very high (132, OOOK). For the
ele.ctron QeiE = 2 because of tlie two electron. spi-n states, and for the ion-,
there are no internal states, Q eII = 1.
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tFor the atom
Q eIA - 2 S1 exp (-hI rrml/kT)
17
_ ^ 2	 0	 2
-	 S1	 j eXP (hl m l/kT j)
j=1
(7. 21}
The first terrn is the usual grbund-state wea:ght Z. The subsequent terms
are needed here, even thou
	
0gh hI mA /k = 158, OOOK, because we may be
i.nkerested in hydrogen atoms up to 2a, 400K. The upper lirnit cut-off of
the sum can be obtained in various ways, and may depend o-n temperature.
Here we took i-t constant at 17, since the effect of tlie sum is rather small.
.If (7.220) and (7, 21) are used in (7. 19) we have
2	 2	 r[M k 3/2	 ,I,3/2 - 0 D /T	 -9v/T	 -91/T 2
P (1 - a) - -	 A	 2!e T r	 -^	 e	 1- e
	
)'(S I e
( 1 - 8 )Z	 ^	 hZP	 (7. Z2a)
2 a 2	 27 ri-m E k 
3 / 2  
k T 5/2h _ z _	 p51	 (7.22b)
P
a D = hD mM /k , 6 1 = hI mI/k
Th;ese two relations express ec, 0 in texrns of p, T, as desired, and could be
used. However, they are algebraically complicated, and difficult to solve
for a, P. For hydrogeri they can be considerable simplified with little loss
in accuracy. Hydrogen in eduilibriurn dissociates almost eornpletely before
it i,onizes si,gni,fi:cant].y. We can thus separate the two reactions and take
ct = 0 in the first one while ^ goes from 0 to 1. Then in the second, we
can take 0= 1 while cx; increases f.roxn zero. Th-ese two are separated by
`	 a temperature T * below which there are only molecules an,d atoms, and
above which there are only atom:s, ions and e1ectrons. Ael.ditionally, in the
non-ionizing region, tiie ternperature is too low for the higher electronic
states of atom to contribute, so the squared term on the right of (7.22a)
can be taken as unity. Then we have
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p
	 , a = 0	 (7.23a)
	nm k 3/2	 _9 /T _$ /T
D	 h2
f (T) =	 A	 2 k'I' T3/2 (1 e v ^e D
r
P
2	 f
1. 
(T)
.I> T
	 a2 = - p	 . B= 1	 (7. 23b)
2rr mF k 3/2 kT5/2
fl (T) =	 2 . 
hP	 1
These are both linear in $ 2 or Cs. 2 , an+l yield
T< T^ : o. w 0, Z= 1+	 (1 + p/fD ) - 112	 (7. 24a)
	
T> T Jr : 8= 1, Z = 2(1 + a), a=(1 + p/ fi)-1/2	 (7. 24b)
which are very simple exp:ressions for a, P in terms of p and T, th-e pri-
mary deper^dent variabl.es .
From (11), we need the derivative of ln p with ln T at constant
pressure, which frorn the gas law (7. 18) is
a ..ln :F?	 _	 1 _	 ^.-^--n Z	 _
a in I
	 ^-	 d ln I	 (7.25)
P	 p	 '
The derivate of Z is easily found from (7. 24) in terms of the derivatives
of Cc, 0, whicti are o ta.ined by differentiating (7. 24) an.d using th-e definitions
of fD, fI given in (7.23). The results are
_b2-
^
^
/T
T < T * 	OL/a T) p = 0, ^ v = (Ov/T)/(ee 
v _ 1)
as
 )
=	 [ 3 + a D _
p	
2	 2	 T	 v]
(7. 26a)
( 6 In	 1	 0- tl - 8).	 3	 D
^6 ln	
p	
1 +_5	
)P	
2	 12 
+ 
T	 VI
17
S? 	 exp ( , I/ Tj 2)
j=I
T> T
'o 
: (B 8/6 Vp = 0
QL
s
	
(TU^ T)	
+ s
	
p	 2
^a_n Z I 	 I	
s 2
p	
Irt T ) 
p	
s I
(7. 26b)
The remaining thermodynamic property needed is c 
p , 
tKe tem pera-
ture derivative of the enthalpy. The tran-slation specific heats of th-e ato -m- s,
ions and electrons are 5 k-/Z per particle. This is the total contribut-ion for
the ions and e'Lectroiis, which thius have a specific h-eat per unit mass of
c 
PI 
= 5k/Zm 
I , c pt 
= 5 k/2 mE = c 
PI 
M. 
I 
/-rn 
E
	 (7.27)
The-ir enthapies are the integrals with res-pect to T, plus the dissociation
energy hD 
0 
and the ionization energy hj 0 for th-e ians
hi = c T + h ' + h' , h E = c	 T.	 (7.28)
PI	 D	 I	 pE
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The atoms have a translational contribution 5 kT/2 mA , carry the dissocia-
tion energy hn°, and also have a contribution from the electronic states
derived f ro.m Q eIA of (7. 21) by
k'l,? 3 ln Q elA
	
o	 S2
h elA
	 mA	 a T	 - hI	 1 S1
where 5 2 has been defined in (7.26b). The resuLting atom entlialpy is
S,
	
hA = z^ + hD + hi 1- S^	 (7.29)
A	 1 )
Finally the molEcules have a translational contribution 5 k T / 2 m M , a
rotational contri.bution 2 k T/2 rr-m M
 for the two rotational degrees of freedom,
corresponding to Q r = T/2 G x , and a vibrational contribution foun.d from
-. /T -1
Q v = 1-e v	 as
kT2 a ln Qv kT_	
-
h
v rnM	a T	 mM Y v
where ^ v is definecl in (7.26a). Tlius the rnolecular enthalpy is
h. = 7 ^ T	 ^T+ 	 *7.30)m 2 inM	rrnM v	 (
The enthalpy of the mixture is the sum of the species enthalpi.es
weighted by their mass Fractions in the rrmixture:
	
h = E hi p i /o	 (7.31)
The mass fractions a r e found in terms of a and 0 by (7. 14), (7. 16) and
(7. 17):
p
	
rn
prr' 
= 1 ^, A = 8 (1 - a), ^ = a^, ^ = ^ a. m E 	(7. 32)P	 P	 P	 p	 ;
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Using (7. 28), (7.29), (7. 30) and (7. 32) i-n the ent-halpy ex-pression (7. 31),
we fi-nd the enthalpy for this -mix-ture as
h	 c 
Pi T 
1 
0 (1	 czt) + (1	 8 ) (0. 7 + 0. Z * v )
	
I
+ 0.4 8^^D/ 2 T + (a + (1 - OL)
elA	 1 
/T (7.33)
c	 5k/2 m,-	 I
pi	 I	 elA	 1	 2
The equilibrium. c p is obtained by differentiating h with respect to
T at constant p:
s
4
s 
2
2
cp = cPI (1 - 8) (0. 74 0.2 cp v ) + 8 (1 + a) + 0. 4 $ (1	 1
L
I
-
s
T 
+ 0.4a^ T ^ 1 0.3 - 01.2 ^	 + a + 0.2T 	 	 v+ c
PI
+ (1
T
- O L)
elA)' 
PL
7
^a	
a
4- c T $	 I + 0.4	 G	 (7.34)
PI	 (b T)	 T	 e1A
p
•	
ev/	 /T	
17
cp v
	 v 
/T) Z e	 / {e v	 S4 -	 j-' exp (0,/T j')
j=1
Equations (7. 11), (7. 18), (7. 23), (7. 24), (7. 25), (7. 26) and (7. 34)
express o, (&h/bp)T and c in ter s of p, T, and thus express all t-he
unknowns except dQ in thep
	m,
basic differential equations (7. 9) i-n a fortn,
usable for num- erical integration
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A check on the therxnodynarnic propertsies used can be obtained by
comparing some calculations made using the present formulas with those
of Patch (Ref. 33). (The enthalpies of Ref. 33 have had h Do
 = 2. lb E 5 T/g
added, since in that reference the H atom is taken as the reference for
enthal;py, while here we have taken the Hi molecule. ) The com:parison is
made in Table 7. 1 for R, a and h, vrith T= BOOOK. Comparison shows the
errors to be mostly a few percent, coxnpared to the very elaborate scheme
of Ref. 33. The worst errors are at high values of T and p. The applica-
tions in the presetit report do not exceed 16, OOOK at 10 atm., and are all
above 8, OOOK, so tlie approximations ap:pear sa.tisfactory. The major
source of error is probably the use of 17 terms in the sums of S1 and $Z,
i;nsteaci of a variable cut-off.
7.4 ABSORPTION OF LASER ENERGY
Tbe first terrn in the heat addition expression, Eq. (7. 7), gi,ves the
absorption o.f th.e incident laser energy by the plasr-na. It i.s d:e.pend.ent on
kL, the absorption coefficient of the plasma. Based on the studies of Ref. 1,
we use as the absorption mechanisrn inverse Bremsstrahlung, both electron-
ion anri electron-neutral. The ex:pressions for k L
 have been given in Ref. 1.
The electron-ion absorption is given in Eq. (2. 1) of Ref. 1 as
k LEI = Q EI E In n [ exp (!h P., v/ k T)- 11
vsihere Q EI is the electron-ion absorption cross-section and v is the laser
frequency (for 10, bpm in the present case). Tbe cross-section is given
in Eq. (2. 2) of Ref. 1 as
 
1/2	 ' 6	 -324	 ?n	 G` e 	 1.63 _x 10	 (	 5)
- --
^EI	 3 3mE kT
	 h cm 3 -	 llJ2	
cm
P E 
v
where Ze is the ion charge, e is the electron cha.rge and c is the speed of
light.. Coxnbining these two equa.tions we find
k	 1. 63 x 10 ..2 
n n(e 1357/T	 1} (cm 1 )_	 -._.	 ., -L-EI	 ,I,1/2	 ^ I
where T is in K and n.E , nI are in cm'3.
^
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TABLE7,l
^
--_
%
'
3000 8,34IC-4 0.lGIZ-4 S.0
10 2000 2.64E-4 2.56E^4
/
3.1 
_	
l 4000 0.645 0.622 3,8
10 40;80 '	 0.258 0.243 6.0
`
l 6000 0.99389 0.99251 0.14
10 600U 0,9435 0.9319 1.2
l 8000 0,99994 0,99926 7,3
l& 8000 0.9945 8,9927 1.9
^ ^ a.
E rr or
^
l 10,o0o 0.2126E-1 0,2193E-1 -3.0	 .
10 10,000 0.672E-4 0.706E-4 ~4.8	 .
l 14,000 0.3922 0.3050 -4.2
	
.
3 14,UOU 0.114 0.185 -5.9
10 14,000 0.8962 0,105 -8.4
l 20,000 0,895 0.923 -2.9
lW 20,000 0.535 0.651 ~I7.0
^	 8 12,000 5.604E5 5.57E5 U.§
10 12,000 5.199E5 5.16E5 l,l
'	 3 14,0,00 8. 123TC5 8. 03E5 0.8
- 10 14,000 6.908E5 6.74E5 2~5
^
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The electron and ion number densities are related to the density by
(7. 14) and (7. 17) as
nE = nl = 2$ a: p/ mM
The above expression for k LEI is a serrii-classical result. To
account for quantum - mechanical effects we multiply by a Gaunt factor of
1. 5, which is an average value for the range of interest. The finai expres--
sio.n for the electror-ion inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption coefficient
is then
k	 = 8. 7 x l0a a. 8 p z {e1357/TLEI	
- 1)	 (7. 35a)
^
a= 15 for cgs uni:ts, a= 11 for mks units.
Gf course, this expression is only valid where there are ions, a# a, so
in our approxi^ma.ti^on for the chemistry, it is to be used only above T^,
wheref3- =1.
The absorption coefficient far electron-neutra.! inverse Bremsstrah-
lung is also given in Ref. 1, Eq. (2. 6), as
k LEN - QLN nE nN ^1-exp (-hpv/kT)]
where QEN is th:e absorption cross= section ancl nN is the neutral number
density. Equation (2. 8) of Ref. 1 gives
2. 96 x .10- 45,I,
Q EN ' i - exp ( hPv/kT)
2
hI mI	 -^
_hPv -	 e
1/2
0
mI hI 5
_	 (cm )kT
where ^ rna.y be approximated by the first terrza of Eq. (22. 9) of Ref. 1,
when,,rT/158, 0OQ is srnall., a:s
1 /2
^ = 4. $62 (kT/mI hI )
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Since for hydrogen mI hlo /k = 158, 000 K, then we have
kLEN. = 1. 6 x 10 "38 /F nE nN
 exp (=0. 0122.,/T )(cm-1)
.	 where nE , nN are in cm-3.
The nurrmber densities are found from (14) and (17), wliere we
-	 re.cognize that our chemical medel has
	 I whenever there are electrons
present, so
nE = 2 ec O /mM, nN = nA = 2( I- a ) pmM .
Then th e final exp r e.s sion fo r k LEN i s
	
kLEN = 5.7 x 10 b^ (1 - cx) P rT exp (-0. 0 	 T122 ^ )	 (7. 35b)
b= 9 for cgs units	 b= 5 f o r m!ks units
The expression for k L
 to be used in the first term of (7. 7), and in
the definition of optical deptli T, Eq. (7, 5), is the sum
kL
 = kLEI + kLEN •
	 (7.36)
A plot of kLEI (dasherl lines) arid kLEN ( s'oli.cl ?.ines) is given in Fi.g. 7.1 as
kL/p vs T. lt can be seeii that electron-ion absorption dominates at temp-
eratures above 11, OOOK at 10 atm, and above 9, 0G0 !K at 1 atm. The sum
kL follows the kL^i
 curves closely above 12, OOOK.
7.5 PLASMA RAD7ATION EIVIISSIO'N
^
	
	 The second terin in dQ, Eq. (7. 7), is the loss of exiergy caused by
emission of radiation from the plasma
R
f2rrr	 S dr
OJ
-• 6 9 •-
06
*4.%
J
INC	
l<
. - 8	 K)	 12	 14	 16	 Is	 20
T(103K)
Fig. 7.1	 Inverse Bremsstrahlung Abserpt-i-en Coefficient
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The inodel used for thi.s term is discussed in the section of this re:port
entitled Radiative Emission, The model is one of a uniform cyli.nder of
p].asma, so the emission at any station is expressed in terms of a volume
emission P I
 and the cross-sectional area
 R
f277r ^' S dr=1TR2P1	 (1.37)
	
r
0
The general form of P T , as d,educed in the section on RadiativeEmission, frorn Eq. (5.32), is
, w6 /T
	
PT,=8.6x10-9C1 9
	 {	 }-+ C Z nA.G ^ e I	 W
	
I	 I	 \ crz^3
wEiere nAG is the atom ground state population., in crn r3 , and the constants
C 1 and C 2 de:pend on the pressure level and the relative importance of line
and continuum radiation. The relation between nAG and nA
 is through the
electronic partitio:n functFon QeIA of (7. 21), wlhose firs:t term relates to th-eground state.
2	 nA
_nAG 
_ nA Q 	 o
	e]A
	
S.1 exp (.- hI
 tnI/kT)
When nA is expressed in terms of Gt, P and p from (7. 14) and (7. 17), the
expression for P,I, is, in mks units,
.	 _ ^	 ^.8	 T	 T	 g_(1 - a.) ^
	
WP -..I x 14 C -_- + C2) —T	 3 6I 
	
6:^	
_
S 	 rn3	 (7.38)
The values of the constants C 3 , C Z depend on the pressure level and laser
power, as described in the section on Radiative Ernission from. Hydrogen.
The particular values used for the cases calculated will be given when the
results of the calculations a.re discussed.
7.6 5PECIFICATION OF VEZO.CITY DI5TRrBI7TI0N
As described above, in t'he subsection on Basic tquations, the
velocity distribution in the plasma core streanntube is chosen as thhe indepen^--
dent parameter rather than the area distribution, si.nce it grea:tly siznplifies
the calculation of th-e flow, by avoiding the explicit appearance of tlie si.n:gu-
lari.ty at the station at which M= 1,
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SeveraZ forms of u were tri.ed, to see if reasonalile nozxle shales were
attained. The aimplest and rnost satis:factory was a 10.garithmic distributi.on.
The cal:sulati.ons were done with the optical depth T, rather than
dist2:nce x, as the independent variable. This choice eliminates the explicit
appearance of kL from tlie differential equations when the pla.sma emission
term E is not ta•ken into account, as can easily be seen frorn Eqs. (7.5), (7.7)
and 7.9). It was i2sed in Ref. 1, where c was not considered. In the present
r-ase wh.ere E was included, there is no simplification afforded by using T,
since it will require tlie explicit appearance of kL in the plasma ernisaion
term, but it was used to provi^de soxne continuity with Ref. 1. However, in
the future, it probably would be better to u.se x as the independent variable.
In terms of T, the u distribution was taken as
i 
uf )T/Tf
u = u =
U.
i
(7. 39a)
whicli goes from ui
 at 'r = 0(x = 0), the initial station, to u f
 at the final
station T f . T'his is a, linear variation of ln u with T. T11, e nozzle sliapes
obtained with this can be quite reasonable, as will be seen wh:en the results
of the calculations are presented.
The derivative is easily obtai;ned from
ln u= In ui #( ^^ /T f ) 1n (uf/ui)
as
u 1n (u /u,)
du	 f i
_ -	
-
dT _	 T	 (7.39b)
7.7 SUMMARY OF 'THE MO.DEL
All the quantities necessary for the integration of the d:ifferential
equations (7. 9) have now been defined. I^n terms of T as th.e inde•pendent
variable, (7. 9) becorn:es, u.sing (7. 5), (7. 7), (7. ].Q), (7. 11), (7. 18), (7.25)
and (7. 37):
d 2 _ p u	 du	 (7. 40a)
_	 —,d, '	 RM Z T	 c1T
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dT -( Ai 
.
}i 
e- T - Tr R_ _ 	 -
 I
} 6 ln Z	 u du e
aT	 ` m //	 k m	 ^^ ln T}	 d r	 p	 (7. 40b)
	
L	 p
im R ZT 1 /2
^	
r
_ ^
	 R =	 M	 (7.40c) 
.	 dT	 kL '	 p u
Z i.s given in terms of a, p by (7. 24), and those equations also give a, ^
in terms of p, T. Equa:tion (7. 34) gives c p , while the derivatives of a,
and Z are in (7.26). With u and du/d"r frorn (7. 39), a forward inte.gration
of the three differenti:al equations can be performed frozn a starting station
T= 0 at which x= 0, T-- T., p= p., u-- u., to a final station r,, where
u = uf. The rnass flow rate constalnt rn i.s ide.termined by the given initial
conditions anC the initi:al radius Ri as
2
m= n R. p i	 --iu	 A i p.z zu. 	 (7.41)z
which shows that only R/R i is determined by the solu:tion. Of course, if
the laser power P is given, Ri i.s related to the incident laser in.tensity by
I =P/TTRz
	
( 7. 42 )
0	 1
The i.ncident laser intensity I. is not the sarne as the initial i:ntensity ii,
because energy has been added to the incident gas in the LSC wave before
the streaxn tube calculation is starte.d, and we mnst be careful to conserve
energy. If the calculation is begun at T i , pi , ui , the ini:tial total enthalpy
flux is m(hi
 + ui2 /2), where h.i is obtain.:ed from (7.33). If the gas is
supplied at po , To , ho , uo , then its total enthalpy flux is m(lio + u02/2),
and the a.mount of energy added up to the initial state rnust have come frorn
Io . Th!us
2	 2Ii = Io - mA ('hi + uI / 2- ho - uo / 2)	 (7.43)
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,wh,ere mA is the mass flow per unit area,
	
rnA=inlAi=piui=Qoco	 (7.44)
If the initial conditions are at a temperature of order 10, OOQK, the reduction
in Io , caused by the heating of the incic3ent gas by the LSC wave, is sub-
star•itial.
The initial conditions for the streamtube are de.terrnined by the
properties of the L-SC wave which pre-lieats the gas. As is customary with
LSC wave properties, we assume it ca.uses no pressure change, but only
temperature and derisity changes, so p i = po . In addition the LSC wave
pr-opagates against the flow at a s.peed dependennt on laser intensity and pre-s-
sure level, so lo
 and po deterrnine mp^. If To is also given then o a arxci
uo m= A /o o ui = rnA /p i , Finally, (7.43) gives Ii , and we have all tiie
necessary initial conditions. This scheme shows that the properties oi
the L5C wave, plus a choice of I o , po and To are all the con.dition:s neces-
sary to integrate the streamtube equations, once uf and T f are choser^. The
integration then deterrnines the distribution of all g.as properties along the
str-eamtube includ-ing the plasma emission c, and also determines the
s:treamtube shape R/R.. T'he scale of th-e streamtube can only be found
when the laser power b i,s also given, whence Ri follows from (7.42).
However, it should be noted that sa.me idea of the size of the streamtube,
is necessary to perforrn the integrs:ti-on, because its size influences thE
degree of opacity of t'he plasma, and thus influences the choice of constants
in the expression for E.
Although it is not used in the integration, the Mach number is an
interesting. pararneter W-hich can be calculated when p and T are known,
since they determine the speed of sound a. For a gas in thermocliemical
equilibrium, the second law of thermodynamics and the expression of h as
a functi:on of p and p shows that
(io 	
(ah/ao)
a? ^_	 _	 P.
	
 5  
	 (ah/ap)
	 -
^
Conversion of t4iese derivatives to h as a function of T and p, ancI use of
(7. 11) shows that
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^as
;
-1
	Zap	 1	 n p
a-	 p	
e T (LI
 dTa^
 ^ T	 p	 p
The second derivative has already been expressed in. terms of Z by (7. 25).
From the gas 1aw (7. 18) it is easy to see that
	
ap	 1	 ^ _ ainz1
^ap I'}^ - R^ M ZT	 ^alnp lT
Th.us the Mach nurnber squared is
^
2	 u2	 uZ	 1	 1	 a ln . Z	 1 1} a ln Z	 Z(7. 45)
M - T2 - T	 R M- Z	 ^^l.np^'I' c	 ^6lnT^
a 	 p	 p
The 'I' derivati.ve of Z is given in (7.26). Sinnilar differontiation of Z, a, and S
in (7. 24) with respect to p gives
*
	 a lri Z 1 69	 C_(1 - F3	 )	 (7 • 46a)
--
^dlnp 1	 +(3 alnp
'I' T
^=	 a 1n Z 1._ aa	 a(1 - a Z )	 (7, 46b)
T> T	 : (a In P )T 1 + c^
_
^ lr•► p) T 	-	 Z^
Thus th:e Mach number can be calculated as the inte.gration progresses.
7.8 RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS
 A computer prograrn has been written to integrate Eqs. (7.40), and
has been used for si;x cases of varying laser power and incident gas p.res.,
sure 1eve1. All the cases were done for the sa.me inciderit laser intensity
of Io = 3. 67 x 10 9 w/m 2 (3.67 x 10 5 w/cm 2 ) and th-e sa.rne rnass flow rate
-	 per unit area, mA = 3. 316 kg/m 2 (0.3316 g/cm2 ), based on an estima.te of
the properties of LSC waves in hydrogen, as desc:ribed in the section on
LSC 1+Vave Properties, In a11 cases the incid-ent temperature was T o = 300K
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and the initial ternperature was T. = 12, UOOK. (It is believed that the effect
of lowering Ti
 by a few thousand Lgrees will not change the major results
of the calculations. )
The parameters varied were the laser power P and the incident gas
pressure level po = pi . Therefore the initial radius R i
 (and area A i), and
the total mass flow ra.te is also varied. The calculation rnatrix is given in
Table 7. 2.
The range of power varied from the ex .perimental device of 10 1cw to
a 5000 kw device of operational size, with an intermediate size of 100 kw.
The pressure of 3 atm corresponds to the experimental device, while 10
a;tm was chosen to show the effect of operating pressure. The initial
densities and velocities are determined by po , Ti and rnA , as explained
above. In all cases, tlie integration was ;:arried out to a fina,l value of
optical depth T f = 4, with a velocity there cif u f = 1. 47 E4 m/ S. The attempt
was to perforzn the calcuiations to the thros.t Uf the stream.tube, and in all
cases the minitnurn area was in fact reacned. The choice of T f = 4 means
that the laser energy sli11 unabsorbed at that point is down frorn the initial
value by a factor of e -
 = 1. 8 E-2, so only 2%u of the initial laser energy is
not absorbed. From there one, there is no longer sign-ificant heat additior•i
to th,e gas. There are still losses due to radiation.
The constants C 3
 and C Z used in Eq. (7.38) to express th:e plasma
emission c were taken frorrm the material described in the section on
Radiative Emission, and were ap.propriate to the sizes of piasma core for
each power level. Th-ey are given in Table 7. 3.
The properties of hydrogen needed were taken from standard
references, and are:
k= 1. 305 E-23 J/K, mA = mI = m
m
/2 - 1. 673 E.:27 kg
mE = 9,109 E_31 kg, hP =0. 6256 E-34 J's 
9 r = 87.6Z K, 6v = 5983 K
6 D 52, OfJO K, RI = 158, 000 K
The value nsed for 9 v includes the correction for anharmonicity.
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TAB LE 7. 2
CASES CALCULATED
Case P.(kW) p	 (atrr)o R,cm(	 ^i (cm )1^.	 21 '	
2
m (g/cm 2-s =1^0 kg/m -s)
1 10 3 9.31	 E..2 2.72 E..2 9.03 E-3
2 5000 3 2.08 1.36	 E1 4.51
3 100 3 2.944 E-1 2.72 E-1 9.02 E-2
4 10 10 9.31 E-2 2.72 E-2 9.03 E-3
5 100 10 2.94 E-1 2.72 E-1 9.02 E-2
6 5000 10 2.08 1, 36
	 E1 4.51
^
TAB LE 7, 3
CONSTANTS IN PLASMEA EMISSION
Cas.e..	P (kW)	 Po (atm)	 C3 (W/m 3 }	 C2
Y
1	 10 3 2 2.4
2	 5000 3 2 0.4
3	 100 3 1 2.4
4	 10 10 4/3 2.4
5	 100 10 3/4 2.4
6	 5000 10 2.2 0.4
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The integration of the differential equations was performed at steps
in 'C of 0. 05, so th:ere were 80 steps f.rom 'r = 0 to 4.
The profiles of T and R/Ri vs x are given in Figs. 7. 2 and 7. 3.
Figures 7.Za and 7.2b are the temperature profiles for 3 and 10 atm respec-
tively. The location of the throat, and the station at -avhich 90% of the initial
laser energy is absorbed are rnarked. They all show an increase to a rather
fl.at ma.ximurn, followed by a drop to the throat, although tbe throat is still
at temperatures of 13, 000 to 15, 000 K. The maxima are quite flat, and
occur near the 90°jo absorbed station. The larger the power, the larger is
the tempe.rature at any station, as might be expected. Also, the large the
power, the shorter the distance to the throat, though this effect is not great.
These distances vary frorn 3.2 to 4.0 crn for 3 atm and from 0.49 to 0. 54
cm for 10 atm. Th.is poants up the major effect of pressure ievel. Because
the absorption coefficient k L increases with pressure, the laser en.ergy is
absorbed in shorter distances at the higlier pressure, and the converging
part of the streazntube is shorter. 'The 10 atmosphere streamtubes are
neariy one-tenth the length of the 3 atmosphere streamtubes.
When one combines the initial radii given in Tab1e 7.2 with the
throat len:gths given in Fig. 7.2, the sma11 size of these devices becomes
evident. The lengths are detertrnined by the pressure level through the
absorption coefficient, as just mentioned.. The radius is determi.ned by the
power and the incident inten3ity I. If I of orcler 10 5 W/cm Z is required to
support t'he LSC wave, then radii oof order 0. 1 to 2 cm will .follow. To
enlarge the size, it is crucial to operate at as small values of lo as possible
which m:eans as near as possible to the threshold intensity of the LSC wave.
This emphasizes the importance of having a reliable theory to estimate
the threshold of LSC waves in hydrogen.
Figures 7.2a and 7. 3b show the normalized radius distribution
R/Ri for 3 and 10 atm respectively. It can be seen that only small varia-
tions of shape with power occur, and th:e sbapes see.m very reasonable.
Notice the vertical scale is not physical size, though the horizontal scale
is, so angles on the figure are not necessarily correct. For the 5 MW
power Ri = 2.08 cm, so the stream:tjzbe sbown on the 3 atm figure, Fig. 7. 3a,
has very nearly the same scales on both axes. The same is approximately
true of the 100 kW power on the 10 atm figure, Fig. 7. 3b, wbere R. = 0.294
cm. Other streamtube shapes can be produced by varyin.g the assurimed
velocity distribution, ancl more experience with calculations would s how
what range of s}iapes can be achieved.
Notice that at 10 atm the higher power cases lead. to fat, stubb f
stream,tubes, suuch as one vnhich is 2. 08 cm in initial radius and. only 0. 5 cm
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Fig. 7. A	 Lasier-Heated Streaantabe Radius Distribut-i-on
f-or 10 atm- Initial Pressure
long for 5 MW. This may be undesirable geometry from flow critvria,
and may indicate that high pressure operation at large powers is not a
u-seful cornbinatio.n.
It can be concluded that this rather small program can calculate the
core streamtube quite easily.
Other res-ults of t2ie calculations are clescribed zn the section.s or.
Radiative Heating and on Performance.
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8. HEAT LOSSES
8.1 INTRODU C TIO N
The flowing plasma cora loses heat by emission of plasrna radia.tion.,
and by convenction of heat to whatever surface is in contact wi.th  the hot
plasma. The walls of the rocket rnust be protected from this heat 1oad. In
order to defiae what method of protection shouid be used, the size of the
heat load must be known. This section is devoted to calculation of the hea.t
load from both emission and convection.
Tlie erzission has already beenused in the plasma core streamtube
calculation, where it was coupled to the plasma core temperature and
geornetry to provide the energy loss term. Tlie explicit calcu].atlon of the
amoun,t of energy lost and the resulting heat load is easily obtained frorn
the results of the core strearntube calculation, as described in Subsection
8. 2.
No ,_onvective heat loss was taken into account in the ,-;ore calculation.
In order to decide if this loss is of stifficient si.ze to reguire it also to be
coupled to the core calculation, an uncouplecl calculation was rnade by using
the teanpe:rature and pressure distributions found froxn the core model.
These conditions were used as external conditions in a hydrogen boundary
layer 'calculati:on to estimate the hzat los s tc a cool s!irface placed in contact
with the pl.asma core. If the resulting energy Loss is large compared to the
core energy, it indicates a coupling of tEie convective loss and the core flow
i.s needed. If the ioss is small corrLpareci to the core energy, such a coupled
model is not necessary. ln addition to an irnpervious wall boundary layer,
snme cases of gas injection into the boundary layer were calculated to see
if that was a feasible method of reducing the convective heat loss. These
hydrogen boundary ]:ayer calculations are described in Subsection S. 3.
Finally, tli-e possibiiity of protect3ng the wa11s from the radiative
er:ussion by particles in a buffer gas region surroundi.ng the plasma is
consi,-dered in Subsecti,on S. 4.
8.2 RRADL4TIVE HEAT LOSS
One of the resi-tlts of the core strea--mtube calculation is the radiative
energy ernission from. the piasma. At any station, the plasrn.a err-zis sion
85-
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term is 17R 2
 PT, as s$own in Eq. P. 37). The streamtube pro.grarn
calculates bo-th R and PT as function of x, and t'he quantity n R 2
 PT is
showr. ir. Fig. 8. la for 3 a.tm and in Fi.g. $. lb for 10 atm. Notice tha.t in
Fig. 8. la, the 5 MW c Z ve is plotted as 1T R z PZ
 / 100, whi^e in Fig. 8. lb
t'he 100 kW curve is Tr R P T /10 and the 5 MW curve is 7T R P T./ 100.
Thes e curves show that the s tation emis sion lzas a maxirnum some-
what earlier than the temperature profiles shown in Fig. 7. 2, becau.se
 R
decreases stea.dily. At the throat, the values are below the initial values
because of the small radius there.
In order to estimate the heating receiNred by the wall or t'he buffer-
gas by plasma emission we divide the station eznission by the circuxnferen.ce
2 TTF. of the steamtube at the saine station, to get the distributions of
qrad 17l{2 pT /ZYTR	 (8.1)
Tlie results ar-e shown in Fig. 8.2a for 3 atm and Fig. 8.2'b for 10 atm.
(The 5 IviW curve on Fig. 8.2b is 1/10 of q rad). This is not exactl'y the
radial h:eat flux at the station, because the radiati:on is emitted in all
directions, not only rad'ially. However, the includs.ion of the geometrical
effects necessitates a complicated calculation which is - )t warranted at
the present stage of the theory. For loxig, narrow strearrstubes the approxi-
mation is a good o.ne since most of the solid angle is radial, and the axial
energy transFort out of one station i.s cornpensated by axial transport in
from other stati.o-ns. For short, stubby streamtubes like the 5 MW, 10 atm
one, the approximation is not so good, but these are probably not desirabJ:e
geometries to use.
T'he total energy Lost to the strearatube by plasm.a enzission up to
the throat can be ob-tained by integrating the curves of Fig. 8. 1 from x= 0
to tlie throat statior•t.. The average energy flux at tlie strea;ntube surface
is Li?_ewise obtained by integrati.ng the curves of Fig. S. 2 to tre throat,
and 3ividin,g by the throat station xth.
xth	
xth
f	 Z	 r	 1 fQraeT	 Tr R P,1, dx , q rac3 ^ xth 0	 qraci dx	 (8. 2)0
.- g.6 -
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Table 8. 1 preE; n.ts these quantities for th:e six cases calcuaated,
as well as the maximum value of th.e energy flux
(qrad)
	
= (rTRZPZ,/ZTTR) max
	
(8.3)
max
and thc fraction of the laser power radiated. The radiative losses are
small fractions of the power input, indicating that the incident power is
converted efficiently into hot plasma, which is then available for propul-
sion. The larger engines are the most efficient; even thou:gh the absolute
an-iount of power they •radiate is larger, the fraction of the incident power
is smaller. The reverse is true for the energy flux; the larger engines
have the hi.ghest fluxes. This is a surface to vo].ume ratio effect at any one
pressure. The higher fluxes at the highex pressure are a result of the
shorter length of the streamtube. The magnitude of the fluxes at the
higher powers indicate that sorne farm of active h.eat protection will be
needed, either tiy absorbin:g some of this energy in a buffer gas, or by
some suitable scherne of cooling the walls.
8.3 CONVECTiVE HEAT LOSS
The liydrogen boundary layers grow on the sides of the core
streamtube starting at the initial station, with the flow external to the
boundary layer given by the core properties. For the six cases calculated
by the core stre.anitube program., the Reynolds number based on cor ►ditions
in t.he core at the throat station varies from 2800 for,
 the 10 atin, 5 MW case
to 8500 for th.e 3 atm., 10 ]tW case. This indicates thatlarninar flow will
prevail, so a 1at-ninar cornpressible boundarylayer moclel is appropriate.
Since the primary purpose of thi.s calculaV.on is to estimate the
heating, and to see if a coupled calculation is n.ecessary, it is appropriate
to use as simp.le a mc^del as will include the important physical effects.
We have tlierefore assumed that a"local similarity" solution will be
satisfactory. That is, at any station, the boundary layer is calculated as
if it was a silnilar boundary layer with the local external properties as
pararneters. This reduces the numerical problem to on.e of ordi*lary,
rather than two - variable partial, differential equations, whic.h. Zs a great
sim.plification. This approximation has proved to be very useful in
calculating heating from high temperature gases , and can be !ound
d'iscusseci in bookG -n bouncl.ary layer theory.
Although nmany cases c*f 'similar bound:ary layers have been calculated,
none known to us is useful for the present case of very high tem,perature
hydrogen, because tliey do nat include the tran-sport pronerti.es
 of hydro.gen
^.^'.
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TAB LE 8. 1
RADIATION . F-iEAT LOSSES
p=0 3 atrn p o = 10 atm
Powe.r (kW) 10 100 5000 10 100 5000
Throat 5tation x	 (cm) 3.99 3.46 3.24 0. 54 0.51 0.49th
Power Loss Q	 (kW) 2. 00 10. 8 225 1. O1 ;. $4 1"r4
rad
Max Energy Flux 1. 9 3.6 11.0 8. 8 17.5 75
(qrad)
	
(kW/ctnZ)
m4x
_	 _. ....
Av. Energy Flux 1. I9 2.31 7.16 5.11 9. 95 43.1
q 
rad (kW/cm2)
°10 Power Lo s s 20
_.
11
..
4. 5 10 5. 8 3. 5
-9?,
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in the dissociated and ionized state. V4 e have therefore made calculations
incZuding these properties, which play an important role in deterrnining
the heating, since th:e tem.peratu.re
 variation, and therefore the property
variation, across the boundary layer is so large.
A siznple set of bosindax•y layer equations is obtained in the standard
way by transforming from the wall - oriented coord:inates s, y along and
normal to th.e wa.11 to th,.e similarity coordinates
	 'q. This transforrr►a-
tion is given in terms of velocity u e , viscosityµ , and. derisity pe at the edge
of the boundary layer by
	 e
s	 y
	
f, (s1 = f P 
e 
µ 
e 
u 
e 
ds, 'n(^Y') = Q e ue f pP 	 dY	 (8•4)
0	 ^2^	 0	 e
The dependent variables velocity u and total en.thalpy H are written in
normalized forrn as
u/ue = fT) , H/He = g	 (g. 5)
where the serbscript rl denotes differen-tiation with respect to TI. The
boundary 1a7er momentum and tatal enthalpy equations are tra.•sformed
usin:g (8. 4) and. (8. 5). The "local jimilarity" assumption is that i and g
depend only on T 1  ; the equations are then
(C fP Ti) 
^ 
+ f f^ ^ ^ P [ o^ -^ frZ } = 0	 ( 8. 6a)
`
2
C g	 ^^	 I f g + e	3	 C 1-	 1	 f f	 = 0	 (8. bb)P r	 'n	 H	 a T1	 P r ) 'q r T} ]T}	 e ^
where we have defined
Pr = c y1/k ,	 C= P 1=1/0 e u e ,	 R = 2d 1n ue /d ln 9	 (8. 7)P
and k denotes the thermal condu:ctivity, µ the viscosity.
The hypothesis of "1oca1 similarity" has enabled us to cor.:vert the
partial different;al e.quations of rriornenturn conservation parallel to the wall,
-. 93
^
f7
!
^
1
,
..
L
^
75
1
s
and energy conservation, into ordinary clifferential equations in the variable
rl . The variable ^, which d,epe.nds only on distance along the wall, s, by
(8.4), appears as a paranleter in u
e 
and in a* , which involves the d:eriva.t,-%,e
uf ue with respect to ^.. The gas property functions Pr, C anci p e /p d-epend
T-)n1y on the state of the gas, so are funcaions of p and T(or p and enthalpy
h= H- ue Z fTiZ /2) a:id so can be written as functions of g at each value of
^( s). Thus, when the properties external to the boundary layer are speci-
fied as functions of s, Eq. (8. b) can be integrated to find f(TI), g(TI).
Ttivo further sir-n,plifications are useful. Since u e 2 /He is sr-nall., and
Pr is near unity for hydrogen over the range of intere.st, we wil:l put Pr = I
in (8. 6b). Further, the third term in (8. fia), the pressure gradient term,
is small so we will approximate pe /p by h./h
e . 
When this is expressed in
terms of a
.
,, a new pressure grad'ient parameter 0 appeaxs,
H	
H d 1n u
= e ^ --	 e _	 ^	 8. 8
^	 h 	 2 Y+	 dln^	 (	 }
e	 e
ilow the boundary layer equations are
^
( C fTi Ti )T),- f fTl Tl i- $ ( g- f 	 )= Q	 ( 8. 9 a)
(L gTi)
T1 
+ f gTi - Q	 ( 8. 9b)
The bound-ary conditions are no slip at the wall, a given wall
entrtalpy
 hw based on the wa11 temperature Tw , and. ap:proach to the exter-
nal condi.tions at large ' ►1 :
fT.) ( Q ) = Q ,	g t'Q) -- hw H e = g w ,	 f T) (°°) = g(-) = 1	 ($. 1Qa)
For th.e case where there is no flow througli the wall, we have the fifth
condition that the norzaaal velocity is zero there, whicli is given by 	 -
f	 Qb)
.. ^:1-
^
.	 ^
.,^
.. .
When the external conditions p e , Pe , ue
 are given from th.e core
streamtube solutions, and the p an:d u are defined in terms of h, then
(8. 9) and (8. 10) can be integrated. The p(h) function was found from the
equilibrium properties for hydrogen given in Ref. 33, as was the function
h(T). The viscc+sity vvas found frozn Ref. 32 as a function of T and p,
c.ompleting th.e neccssary information. Th.e integration was performed by
the nnethod of quasi-iinearization.
'I'he results of the integration for T e = 14, OOOK p= 3 atm, are
shown in Fig. 8. 3 as plots of the shear and lieat transfer parainetere
f1111 (0) and g,0 (0) again:st the press ure gradient parameter H, for variou-s
values of g w . These are related. to the shear stress Tw and heat flux qw
by
2P Ia L3	 P µ u H
_w w e	 w....w e e^. w _	 fTlr! ( 0 )	 q w = . ....___.. .__.._.... 	 _	 gT) (0)	 (8.11)
2;	 2f Pr
Zn addition to the solid curves for equilibrium hydrogen properties
'.he dashed curves show the results of assuriming that the p µ product does
nat vary across the layer, i e. , C= 1. Fpr the ssnall values of wall to
external enthalpy ratio gw in which we are interested (g w a 0. 02 for
Tw
 = 1, 300 K, the rneltin.g point of copper) it is very important to consider
the variation of C. Tihis is not surprising, since fox 3 atm, Te = 14, DOOK,
T v, = 1, 30 ,0 K, C varies frorn unity (by definition) at the outer ed:ge of the
boundary layer, to 7.4 at t'he wall. Another nota3a:le feature is tlie very
slight dependence of g 0 (0) on pressure gradient parameter ^, especially
f o r g.w .y 0. 02.
Bas ed on calculations like thos e s hown in Fig . 8. 3, and the use of
Ecl. ( 8. 11), th:e h.eat transfer distribution along a 1, 30 ,0 K wall in contacf
witli the plasma core was calculated for ihe 3 at:m, 10 kW case. Because
conditions in the Core for the 100 kW and 5000 k1+V cases a.re only slighfly
d.ifferen.t, t.he resulting heating rate is also a good estimate for these two
cases at 3 atrr,. The distributio-n of qw is shown in Pig. 8.4, and gives
flux-es frorn 10 kW/cm2 to a peak of 34 kW/cm2 near th^e thr•oat. If these
values are i.n;tegrated over the surface, the total convective heat loss rate
is found from
-	 xth
-	 Qc = f 2Tt R qw
 dx	 (8. 12 )
C
T'he values that result for the 10 kW, 100 kW and 5000 kW cases (each of
which have a different raadial size), for integratio .n from x= 1. 5 to xth, are
17,53 anc]. 374 kW respectively.
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of Laser-Hea•ed Strea m tube
lt is irrmediiately evident that this uncoupled calculation produce
unrealistic results for both the 10 kW and 100 kW cases, since the caicu.lated
heat loss rate is a large fraction of the total power. Such a loss rate would
decrease the core temperature, wh:ich in turn would decrease the loss.
•	 For tlie low power cases, then., the convective loss must be couplec to the
core calculation for a realistic rnodel of the fluid mechanics. For the
500 kW case, however, the loss calculated is only 7. 5% of the laser power,
'	 which is probably not a iarge enough loss to require coupling to the core.
•	 For t'his case, the heating distribution shown in Fig. S. 4 is probably realistic.
Tlhis certainly ind^icates t'he need for some protection of the rocket walls,
since rates of 30 kW/cm^ cannot be handled by sirnple means . However,
'	 t.he larger rate.s do occur near the throat, where the streamtube is of sm:all
radius, so the area to be protected is not large. The throat radius for tlie
3 atrrn, 5000 kW case is about 1 cm.
t't.ealistic heat fluxes for the lower power engines can only be
determined by a coupled calculation of the core and boundary laver, which
was not undertaken under tlie present contract.
The 3ioundary layers for the 10 atm cases were not calculated, but
for lam:inar heating, the h.ea.t fluxes should scale like the square root of
pressure, increasing thez'n by a factor of about 2. Sut the areas of the
streamtube iurface are nearly 10 time.s smaller because of the short
Length, so the values of Q. should be about one fifth of tliose for 3 atm.
This means the coupled calculation is still .necessary for the 10 kW ca.se
at 10 atm, ma.ght not be necessary for the 100 kW c.ase, and of couree i)
not necessary for t.he 5000 kW case. The hea.t protection of t:he walls
will be even more important though, since qu, is higher by a factor of 2.
One rriethod of heat protection is the injection of cold gas riorrnal to
the wall, which alters the temperature prof.ile and blocks sorne of t:he
heat. Some sam.pLe calculations have been made to illustra.te the effect
of th:is method of reducing the heat flux. T'he only change in the calcula_
tion is the introduction of a no.n-zero value of f(0) to replace tlie boundary
condition (8, lOb), because now the mass flux through the wall is not zero,
but is related to £ (0) by
(pv) W
 = - pw µW f ( 0 ) / ^/? ^	 (S. 13)
This introduces another pararneter i.nEto the equations, f(0). T'he results
of two calculations, at sta.tions x= 1 and x. =2. 7, are given in Fig. 8. 5 as
curves of g(0) against f(0'). The left end of these curves is the zero
injec€ion or li. olicl wall case f(0) = 0. Lt can be seen that t:he heat transfer
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parameter g,, (0) drops sharply as f(0') decrease.s, which mears t.he
injection velocity increases by ( g . 13). If we look at inj.ection with
€(0) =- 1, gn (0) at x= 1 i:s reduced by a€actor of 4, les.ding to a heat
'	 flux of about 2.5 kW/cm2
 for an injection rate of 0.014 gzn/cm2-s,
from (8.13). At x= 2. 7, g,0 (0) is reduced by a factor of 2, yielding
17 kW/cmZ
 with an injection rate of 0.017 g/cmZ-s.
`
	
	 To see the magni,tude of this rate of injection, o-ne may compare
it to the mass flow in the core, which is 0. 3316 g/cm 2
 -s over the initial
area. Thus for the 10 kW case, th.e core mass flow is 9. 0E-3 g/s, while
'	 an injection of 0. 015 g/cm 2 -s over the surface area of the streamtube
up to the throat is 22 E_3 g/s, more than twice tlie core mass flow. On
the other hand, for.
 the 5000 kW case, the cor e mass flow is 500 times
larger, 4. 5 g/s, whi.le the area is on1y,/500 = 22 tirnes larger, so the
inje.cted rnass would be about 0.49 g/s, or only 11% of the core rnass
flow. The surface to volurne effect favors injection in the large engines,
and it appears to be one possibility for reducing the wall heat load by a
factor of 2 or more. Notice also, that large redtuctions in heat flux are
only needed in tlie limited regio:ns of h.igh hea:ting, not over the wliole
streamtube surface, so injection is no-t needed over the whole nozzle
surface, which reduce.s the mass which must be injected.
The purpose of the present calculation was to show how mach
heating reduction can be achieved by mass injection. Considerab:le ad-di--
tional c.alculation wou:ld- be needed for an eng.ineering analysis of the
proper amoun.t and distr-ibution of injection for efficient heat protection..
S. 4 ABSORPTION BY PARTICL-FS IN BUFFER GAS
It appears that for specific device coiifigurations the radiation
esraping frorn th.e plasma will be of sufficiently liigh intensity t.hat some
sort of shielding mechanism tvill be required in order to maintain wall
integrity. One possibility would be to introduce small carbo-n particles
into a. buffer gas flowing around the plasma. In this event the carbon
particles would intercept the piasma radiation, heat up and conduct heat
energy to the surrounding buffer gas. Tliese parti.cles wo.uld also radiate
wlth an intensity corresponding to their own characteristic temperature
and could further reach vaporization temperatures diepending on the
particle flow time and their radiative f.lux loading.
In the following analysis first o•rder estimates are pxovided for
the partic.le mass loading required to protect the walls against plasma
radiation. The particles are assumed to have constant absorption proper-
ties, velocities and size. An understanding of the pheriomenology of the
2T = np Tl'R p pr (8. 14)
plasrna/particle/b.uffer gas interaction, inclucling the ai.l-im!portant
question of particle survival, will require a significantly more
sophisticated analysis of the mixing region hetween the plasma and
buffer gas flows. When such an aualysis is performed t.he required
particle mass loadin:gs can be more accurately defined.
Small carbon particles, of the order of 1 µm, are very efficient
absorbers of radiation in the viaible and near infrared wavelengt'h
regions, approximately acting as black-body absorbers. A large fraction
of the hydrogen plasma radiation will unfortunately originate in the far UV
where littie is known about the absorptive properties of carbo .n. In the
followin:g analysis it will be assumed t'hat the carbon particles absorb as
bla-ck bodies at all wavelengths.
The configuration considered is a cylindsical plasma of radius rl
surroun-ded by a particle seeded buffer flow of thickness Ar. The
particles are taken to be spherical with radius R and to have a constan^t
number density np in the buffer flovc^. Each partc le has an absorptio-n
cross section of nRp and thus the optical depth, T, a^cross the 1-,uffer
layer is defined by
s
,
`	 r
,
An optical depth of 3 is sufficient to absorb 9510 of the plasma radiation
and this condition is met w'hen the particle number density is given by
	
np
 =	 2 _.. ::.._	 ,,,	 ^ .
	
(8.  15 )
1TR	 t
	
p p r	 Rp p 
It is perhaps more interesting to examine this quantity in terms
of the total mass /cc of particles in the buffer flow, Mp,
Mp = np pp (4/3) 1TRp3
wherep is the specific de:nsity of carbon which i.s ••^2 gm/cc. Coambining
Eq. (8, lp5) and (8.16) results in
	
R	 R
	
M =4pp P- w8 ^	 (8.17)
	
p	 Ar	 !^t'
-?.02-
,
z	 "
^
"^.
	 ^^
FEquation (8. 17) can readily be extended to deduce the mass flow
of particles req.uired to absorb the plasma radiation.
.	 •M p = Mp ub Ab	(S. 18)
•	 where
.	 ZA b = 1T ( Z r l	 r +(A r) )	 tg. 19)
i
	
	 and ub is the buffer flow velocity. Since it is desirable to main:tain a con-
f.iguration such that p r/r 1 cC 1, the approximation
A b - Zrrr l pr	 (8.20)
is ma.de . Combin.ing Eal. (8. 17), (S. 18) and (8.20) results in
M p = 8ZTp p ub Rp r l ;---148 ub Rp r l	 (8.21)
It can be seen from Eq. (8. 21) that as lo.ng as 6 r cC rl, the
particle rnass flow required to absorb the plasma radiatio-n is independent
of the buffer flow thickness and linearly proportional to both the particle
and plasma radi.i. In the interest of optimizing thrust o.n:e wishes to
xn.iniimize the buffer fl.ow; hence, it ia clear that tlie smallest particle
size consistent with the ass:umptioii of blackbody ahsorption should be used.
Another interesting feature is that since the required buffer flow
is li.neariy proportional to plasma radiu .s, t'he rati.o of buf.fer flow to plasma
flow is s ize dependent; i, e,
M	 8p R u
_p._...	 =	 P.. _P......b
	 (8.2Z)
Ivi	 pp,l r 1 upi
pl
«	 where u 1 is the plasma flow velocity. For example, for a 14, OOO o K hydrogen
^	 plas^xna ^t a pr es s ur e of 3 atm.
M .	 R u;
^—^-.., 10 7	 P .^'	 (8.23)
Nl pl	 r 1 upl
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Note that relation:ship (S. 23) implies that for small devices, L. e.
rl C 1 cm, the buffer rnass load:in:g would of necessity be o:rders of
magnitude larger than that of th-, plasma for reasonable particle sizes
unless ub CC upl . Thu:s these preliminary ntunbers suggest that particulate
absorption may not represent a viabie technique for wall protectlon in the
flowing piasma con£iguration. Note that even if the buffer fiow had a
velocity two orders of ms.gnitude lower Lhan the plasma, a condition
difficult to rrnaintain along the flow length, there may still be an unacr:eptable
^
constraint on particle size.
Althoug-h Ehe analysis presented above is admittedly crude it would
suggest that particle shielding would provide too Large a weight penalty for
proposed operating conditions. A rnore detailed analysis would be required
to confirm this. Furthermore t'he possibility of operating under different
conditions, for instance at higher plasma pressures, should aiso be
cons idered.
UC^^'`^ OF ^FAD	 YO"
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.	 9. PERFORMANCE OF FLOWING CORE ROCKET
^
	
	 The performance of the flowing-core Laser-heated rocket is affected
by many more variables than the ones considered in this report. Most of the
"	 effort reported here ha^s dealt with the fluid mechanics, laser radiation
absorption and plasma em-ission of the flowing core, and the convective heat
transfer from the core streazntube. Based on this work, only the performance
 obtained from the core atrearntu'ue can be obtained, that Ls, tlie thrust and
specific impulse of the core gas vrhen it is expanded to some exit condition.
The resulting values will be high estirna.tes because no losses past tlie throat
are considered, nor has tMe convective heating loss been properly coupled to
the core streamtu.be
 for the lower power Levels as yet. On the oGher hancl,
added thruet which might be supplied. by a buffer gas Layer used for heat
protection is not includecl either. With the uneierstanding of the partial nature
of the performance which can be calculated here, we can d.escribe the m:ethod
for the calculations.
We begin at the- throat of the streamtu.be with the enthalpy h th and
ve3.ocity uth found from the program described in the section on the Flowing
Core Streamtube. T'he flow is t'hen expan.ded isentropically to a specified
exhaust pressure pex by linear interpolation in hydrogen property tables in
Ref. 33. This provides the exhaust con.ditions of enthalpy and temperature
heX, T ex . Conservatio.n of total enthalpy during t'he expansion (no iosses)
then provides the exhaust velocity as
1 /2
2
uex = Z(hth - h e x ) + uth	 (9. 1)
Tlie thrust is then
'T h= ( p - p ) A
ex am ex	 ex
where pam is the am, bient pressure. We will give th.e so-called icieai ':hrust,
for which pex = 1?am, s o th .at
Th = mu
ex sp	 ex
, I = u /g	 (9.2)
give the thrust and specific unpulse, where g is the acceleration of gravi.ty.
=1D5-
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The conditions at the throat, as calculated by the core streamtube
program, the mass flow rate from Table 7.2 and the entropy s from
Ref. 33 are given in Table 9. 1. The exhaust conditions, I sp ar^d Th fLr
peX = 1 atin, as found from R.ef. 33, and Eqs. (9. 1) and (9.2) are given
in. Table 9.2. The maxixn.um
 thrust is obt:ained by expa.nding to p ex = 0,
since all energy is then convertAd into velocity, hex bein:g zero. This
limiting case is given in Table 9.3, as obtained frorri. Eq .s. (9. 1) an.d (9.2)
by setting heX = 0,
Tabie 9.2 shows that the expansion to I atm of the 3 atrn cases is
really a very small expansion, since the throat is at about 1. 7 atm.. There..
fore, the gas in the exhaust is still very hot (near 13, 000 K) and its
enthalpy is only a few percent Less than at the throat. It is this few per-
cent which is converted to additional velocity, so the increase froin the
throat velocity to the exhaust velocity ie also only a few percen.t. However,
tliis velocity is sufficient to produce Isp in the range of 1400 to 1500 s.
Because of the small m.ass flow rate, the thrust is in the range 0. 1 to 66 N
(0. 03 to i5 1bs. ).
The 10 atm cases have a greater expansion ratio, s ince the throat
is at 5.6 to 5.8 atn1, .so they have a greater conversion of enthalpy to
velocity, exhausting soznewha*_ cooler gas, at speeds nearly double the
throat speed. They then produce liigher values of I s , in the rari:ge 2400
to 2500 s, an.d sornewhat larger thrusts, 0.2 to 100 1^ (0. 05 to 25 lbs. ).
For th:5 maxirnuzn possible expan.sion, in Table 9. 3, we see much.
less difference between the 3 atm ar:nd 10 a:tm cases, since the expansion
ratio is infinite for both. They all yield Isp in th.e range 3000 to 3300 s.
In fact, the 1.00 and 5000 kW cases have nearly the same at Isp at botli
pres s ures . Only the highes t percent los s cas e, 10 kW, ha s noticeable
difference in Isp witl. pressure. The thrusts for the vacuum exhaust
cases are also l^igher than the atmosplieric exhaust cases since thrust
is proportional to uex.
Even though a nu:rrLber of loss rnechanisms were omitte.d from
this calculatio:n, and they will reduce the perforYnance calculated h.ere, it
seems quite clear that values of I sp above 1000 s can be obtained, even.
over a 3 atrn to 1 atm expansion.
T'he thrusts produced may seerrm rather srnall, because of the very
sznall mass flow rates. However, the Tli/P ratio for the vacuum expansion
care is in the range 20 to 30 mN/kW, which seems to be typical for electric
propulsiozn schemes, to which the laser-heated rocket is the rnost comparable.
Of course, the iaser-heated rocket does not have to carry its own power
suppiy, so its weight for a given mission should be :maller than an electric
propulsion engine.	
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P(kW) po (atrn) ^hth (J/kg)
10 3 7.9'9E8
50.00 3 9.63E8
100 3 8.97E8
1 .0 1.0 8. 9`9E 8
a	 1010 10 9.46E8^
^ 50:0^0 t 0 9:. 73 E8
TABLE 9. 1
THROAT GONDITIONS
pth (Ni/mz } Tth(K) sth(J/!k.gK.)
1, 73E5 13490 2.. 1721E5
1.71E5 1428,0 2.294OE5
1.73E5 13919.0 2.2456E5
5.67E5 14970 2.0'90:OF:5
5:.77E5 15240 2.1485E5
5.82E5 153S0 2.1646E5
u t. h (rn/s) in(kg/m2-sy
1.25E4 9.02E-4
1, 33E4 4. 51E-1
1.29E4 9.02E-3
1.34E4 9.G2E-4
1. 34E4 9, a2E-3
1.34E4 4.51E-1
;.
^^(2..fdkit^l:iA.salH.Wi^eâit^.i^^i.:^1	 m
TABLE 9. 2
PERFORMAVCE FOR p	 1 atm
ex
P.(.7-W) p	 (a.t. m.. h	 (.J/kg:) T	 (K)	 u	 (rn/s) I SP s ) Th(N) Th(lb)0 ex ex	 ex
10 3 7.79E8 13000	 1. ME4 1410 0.124 0.0279
5.000 3 9.40,E'8 13760	 1. 4 7E4 15-00 66.4 14.9
100 3 8. 74ES 13470	 1. 44E4 1470 1.30 0.2192
1 10 6. 73E8 12350	 2. 48E4 253,0 0. 224 0. 0,504
A
I GO 10 7.47E8  : 128@10	 Z. 37F-4 24Z(D 2.14 .482
00 A
5-00O 10 7. 67ES 12930	 Z. 4DE4 245,0 1018. 24.3	 A
TABLE 9.3
PE, RFORMANCE FOR p	 = 0{ 	 UUM)
ex
P(kw)' PiD (atrn) u	 ( M- / S) I	 (S) Th( N)
ex pp
10 3 2. 96E4 302.0 0.26,6
5@40 3 3. 24E4 3300 146..
100 3 3. 13E4 3190 2.82
10, to 3:.14E4 32H 0. Z83
HU to I. 22E4 32810 2. 9:0
5,G0 0 110 3. 26E4 3 3 3)0 147.
Th(lb)
0.0599
3,2.5
0.634
0.01637
0,615.2
33.1
j
;^
;
i
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10. STATIONARY CORE ENGINE
10. 1 INTRODUC T10N
 An alternative to the flowing plasma core type of rocket is one
 borrowed from tihe concept of a gas -core nuciear rocket. In that type
of device a gase:ous cor•e of fissiona.ble rrnaterial is rr ►aintained in a
,	 stationary region in the ce-nter of the rocke-t while fissionIng at high
ternperatures. It is surrounded by a flowing propellant gas which confines
the reacting co;re, and is lieated by thermal radiation. and convective
proce:sses. The nuclear fuel burns above 100, OOOK, and it rrmust be kept
at least at atmospheric density to xnaintain criticality, so it operates at a
core pressure of severai hundred atmospheres.
An analogous laser-heated rocket would have a stationary plasma
core, w'hich absorbs the laser radiation and is thereby maintained at high
temperature.. In turn, tliis core re-radiates tlie absorbed laser energy
to the surrounding propel.lant gas, which serves to confine the core and
produce thrust, just as in the gas-co.re  nuclear rocket. This concept may
be co,mpaxed with both the gas=core nucl.E:ar rocket and the flowing core laser-
heated rocket.
Compared to the 1'ormer, there is no criticality requirem.ent
imposed o-n the core. However, laser energy absorption., which is the
mechanism for putting energy into the rocket, is depend.ent on the core
density. The more dense the core, the better it absorbs, and the shorter
it can be in the direction of tlie laser bearn. But t'here is more freedorn in
the range of densities, and therefore pressures, in the core for the laser-
heated. case than for the gas -coxe case. Another diffexence is in tlie
amount of core .p'lasma which ca.n be allowed to f1ow out the rocket nozzle.
Fo.r nuclear rockets., one wouid iike to h{ve as little cor-e rriaterial as
possible entrained by the propellant gas axid carried out the nozzle, since
it represents a loss of energy of fissi.on as well as of radio-active 7material.
In the laser rocke.t, '''detraininent" of core material is not so serious,
although it does repres ent a los s of propuls ive efficiency, sin.ce it wi11
]:eave the rocket at rather high te:.mperature:s thus wasting energy. I=lowever,
if we let too large a fraction of the core fl:ow out with the propellant gas, we
are back to the flowi.ng core concept. Preventing this detainn-^ent is not so
easy in. the .laser roeket, since the core may not be of high density relative
to the propellant gas, as in the nuc.lear core.
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Compared to the flowing..core laser-heated rocket, there are
severai new physical mecha.nisms which enter. One is the detrainment
problem referred to above, wh.ich acts against the continement of the core.
The densitiea of t'he core and propellanti may be nearly equal, which makes
confinernent difficult. F'urther, the heating of the propellant and its sub-
sequent densi.ty decrease oceur whi.le it is flowing past the core, making
detrainment easier as it flows. A second i.mportant rrme.chanism is th.e
efficient emission of radiation by the core, and its e£ficient absorption by
the cooler propellant gas. I n. thC ilutiii0l]:g-col'e scheriie, 	 i3y LL1e
c.ore is to be xninimized as a loss of ener.gy
 from the primary propellant,
while i.n the stationary-core thi.s emission is the main process by whi,ch
energy is input to the propellant. Likewise, absorption by the propellant
ga.s is now a primary source of p:ropulsion rather than a necessary heat
protection device, as in the flowing-core rocket. In fact, one of the m:ain
cornplicati.ons of the stationary-core rocket is in the control of the flowing
propellant gas. TYiis is achieved primarily by control of the flow area
transverse to its direction of motion, i, e. , the cross -section area of
tihe propellant gas strearntube. The same is true, of ccurse, in the flowing_
core case; its flow properties are largely controlled by the cross-sectional
area. But there is one crucial d'ifference. In tlie flowing..core case, the
propellant gas absorbs energy from a iaser beam propagating in the axial
direction, so its absoxption properties depend on its axial size. Thus the
control of flow and absorption depend largely on two i.ndepend .en t geometrical
parameters, the cross-section atid the axial length. However, in the
stationary-core rocket, the propellant gas absorbs its radiant energy
mainly frorn emission in the transverse direction, the same direction which
controls the flow. This -means that flow co-ntrol will be i:ntimately connected
with absorption, and the propellant gas flow area m.ust be designed with
regard for both the axial pressure, velocity and density distributions and
for the gas deFth for efficient absorption.
It appears, then, that the analysis of tihe stationary-core rocket is
considerably m;ore coxnplex than that of the flowing-core rocket, with
increased exmphas:is on plasma emission and subsequent absorption, and
a more complica.ted interaction between flow and radi.ation.
10. Z ORDER OF MAGNITUDE ANALYSIS
The quantitative evaluation of a stationary-core rocket can be
started bv o.sin.g som:e simple relations among tlie geometric and physical
parameters which serve to indicate ".li.e physics which goes into such an
analysis, as wetl as obtain som-e order -of -magnitude estimates of the
parameters .
• ,':^
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Taking a cylindrical core of radius R c and length L, the laser
power P and intensity I are related by
P = n cR ZI
,
	
	 The absorption of laser energy occurs •with absoxption coefficient k L , a
function of temperat.ure T. The volume ernission by t:he plasma, Pc,
also %lenp r!ds on T. ?n ste.ad ;• state the p1asrna rru.st enfit the full pou;e.r
P, s o tha t
.
	
	 P= 1rRc2 L- P c	(10.2)
Equation.s (10. 1) and (10.2) give
L = I/P
	
(10.3)
c
The absorptio-n and emission in the core are related by the steacly state
req,uirement that the absorption kLI equals the emission Pc:
kL I = Pc	(10.4)
Equations (10.4) and (10. 3) show that wit'h these estirnates, the core
length L is equal to the absorption coefficient kL.
Of the er•i^itted radia.tion per un.it volume P. sorre portion P C <Pc
wiLi be absorbed by the propellant ga.s , depending on ttie depth of tliis gas,
and its absorptio-n coefficient k P. rf mp, is the mass flow rateof the
propeLlant -gas , tlie e:nergy per unit mass a dded is r-r R c2 P'^/ mP P. I'f its
initial ent'halpy is hx, then its heated total enthalpy is
Hh = hi
 + ui /2 + rrR^ L D^/rn P	(10.5)
This gas is t'hen ex.panded at constant entropy to the chosen exhaust pressure,
pex , yielding an exhaust enthalpy h&x , and an exha.ust veLoc-ity
_	 __._.._. _ .... 	 {	 • , )
uex„/ Z (.Hh hex )	 10
and a.ssoc.iated specific impulse ueX/g = Isp
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With these relations, es ,timates of the parameters of a rocket
can be ma.de . Suppose we give the power P, core temperature Tc, core
pressure pc, exliaust pressure pex and specifi.c ixn.pulse desired, which
defines u^. From Tc and the rad:iation properties of hydrogen we can
find Pc and kL . Then (10. 4) gives I, (10. 3) give L and (10. 1) give R.c,
so the core size is deterrnined.
,The mass flow rate of pro.pe .11ant m p rnay now be found €rom uex•
Equatior. (10.6) gives Hh - hEX . If we assume u h2 /s is a small contribution
to this enthalpy difference, then we know the desired difference betiween
the enthalpy of the propellant gas at the end of t'he heating zone, which we
will take to be at constant pressure pc, and its enthalpy at the exhaust
pre.ssure pex. These two states are connected by cansta.nt entropy. The
conditions uniqu.ely define both states, so the vaiues of 'I'h, hh, T ex , hex
can be found. Again assuming the velocity contri.butio.n to the total enthalpy
is sr-nall, we take hh - hi to be energy added to the gas . Now we estimate
the volumetric absorption P^ as a fraction of the ernission Pc. Then
(10. 5) yie lds tlie propellant mas s flow as
u	 Ji
mP - TrRc L P'c / (hh - hi )	 (10.7)
where the initial enthalpy is assumed known. The ideal thrust can also be
found now as
Th = ri^ P ueX	 { 10. 8)
To check the neglect of the velocity compared to the enthalpy during
heating, and to estimate detainment effects, we need to define the area in
which the propellant gas flovcrs. This is in turn related to the absorption
1en:gth of plasma radiation in the gas, and so depen.ds o.n the detailed proper-
ties of the gas. lf the radius of the outer edge of tlie propellant gas i.s Rp
at any station, its velocity is
uP ^ ^P / PP ^, (RP _ RcZ )	 {10. 9)
and pp is known from the given gas state at the inlet, and tlie end of heating
state, which was found above.
Th-e cletraininent occurs in the she.ar
 layer between the stationary core
and the flowing propellant, where the two gases mix. If the thickness of the
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mi.xing layer on the propellant gas side is S, then the core gas mass flow
there is
a
m= 2n RG f
	
pI ut dy
	
(10. 10)
0
I
	
I
where A, u are the denaity and velocity of the core gas in the m:ixin:g
layer. By normalizing, this can be written
I	 p+	 u1
	riac = 27T Rc a G u p f	 p	 u d^ ^	 (10. 11)
	
.JO
	c	 P
The factor in front gives the order of magnitude of the mass flow rate out
of the core at any station, s,nd t'he total c.ore detrainment.
The thickness b is deterrnine.d by a balance between the diffusion
of core gas into propellant gas and the convection of the propella.nt pas t t:he
core. This can be estimated by combin.ing the static diffus ion length ,/ D t
with t.he time it take.s for the propellant gas to flow past the core,
t= fdx/up.  Here D is the diffusion coefficient of core gas into
propellant gas. Thus at the end of the core
L
a=
	
(Df  dx/up )1/2
	 (10. 12)
0
To evalua.te t'he inte.gral, we will use a lin.ear increase of up frorn uPi to
u p:h, s o
,.
a_	 17L ..
	
ln up.h 1/ 2
	
^e ru	 u ^Ph 1?i	 Pi
(10. 13)
Now the factor in fr ont of the integral in Eq:. (10. 11) can be calculate.d as
an estimate of detrainment.
10.3 NLdMERICAL EXAMPLE
As an example of the use of t:hese formulas for estimating the
performance of a small sta.tionary core engine we may take as a core:
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P 10 kW, p, pc	3 at m- .
 , T c 14, 00 0 and 18, 00 0 K
Pex	 1 atm- I sp	
1000S
Then the core conditions are:
T c (K)	 14,000	 18, On
PC (kW /crd) 56.4	 200
-1k 
L 
(cm-	 1	 3
I (kW/cm,	 56	 61
R (c M-)	 .24	 .22
L c m	 .33
3
0 c (g/Cm	 2.33 E-6	 1. 25 E -6
0 c
	
-m-
3(kW /c	 29	 90
TTR2 L P'^ (kW)	 5.2	 4.5c
The emitted radiation which is as sum ed to be absorbed by the
propellant gas, P* 'LS that below 0. 1 pm-. The re maining energy is lost.
This is a roagh es•imate based on our present knowledge of absorption
by hydrogen, and ignores IR absorption.
Turning to the propellant ga-s, Isp = 1000 s corre-sponds to
uex = 980 E5 c m /s and a kinetLe energy per u-n-it mass of 4. 8 E7 jNg.
Hydrogen properties at p., = 1 at-m- then show that at Tex = 50 ,00 K,
hex 0• 93 ES J/kg at an entropy of s ex = 170 J/kgK, which lea-ds to
Hex 1. 41 e" J/kg. The corresponding point at pc = 3 atrn is at 70-00K,
hh = 1.43E8J/kg, S h = 170 J/kgK, P h = 5.3 E-6 g/crn
3
 , which gives
the g tate of the propellant gas after it is heated. Knowing the power to
be abs a rbe d to he at fr o -m- Ti -- 300 K, h., = 2. 10 ES J/kg, Pi = 3 atm to th-is
s tate, we f ind the m- as s f low ra te of propellant gas, ffi, p, a s 0.015 and
0. 013 g Is f or the two core te m-pe ratu-r es.
To find the Propellant gas speeds and core detrainment we mu-st
now ^rmke sorne assumptio-n about abs orpti-on depths to absorb the UV ra-dia-
tion P*
c 
. A reasonable estimate ig 0. 1 cm, leading to Rp = Ac + 0. 1.
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For this constant area flow of propella:n.t gas, the value of up p p comes
from. Eq. (10. 9), and since the deneity is known from the constant
pressure and Ecnown temperatures T1 = 300K, T h = 7000K, the velocitieb
can be found, as can the constant factor in Eq. (10. :1), using (1.0. 13)
for b. The d!iffusion coefficient D is evaluated at Th = 7000 K by scaling
the value for H, H2 diffusion i-n Reference 3Z down to 3 atrn,
T c {K}	 14,000
	 18,000
m P (g/s )	 I .5E-Z	 1 .3E-2
2pp uP (g/cm - s)
	
8.2E-2	 7.7E-2
uPi(cm/ s)	 332	 312
uph (crn/ s)
	
15.5E3
	
14.5E3
17(cm.Z / s)	 230	 230
S (cm)	 0.23	 0.14
ni... 2n Rc 6^p G txPh(g/s)	 1.2E-2	 3.5E-3
Core Mass (,g)	 2.9E-7	 6.3E-8
(Core rnass)/m
e 
(s)	 2.4E-5	 1.8E-5
The first observation from these results is that the kinetic energy
i^ uP}^, 1. 1 E4 J/kg is s-mall co•mparEd to hh = 1.43 E8 ,T/kg, and so was
indeed ignorable. The next observatio.n i.s the tremendous acceleration
of the pro.pellant gas while being heated, although it does not reach the
sonic speecl, which is ah = 9. 5 E5 crrs/s, but stays at very Low M.ach
number. Final'ly, we see that the detrained coxe mass flow, by our
estirnate, could be coxnparable to t'he propellant mass flow, k'urther, it
empties the core in a time of order 10°5 seconds, While tliis estimate of
detrainment is q:uite crucle, and may be on the high side since the diffusion
coefficient was evaluated at Th, still it sliows that detrainment , an be a
big potential problem for the stationary-core concept.
^
	
	
This example calculation i^s meant to illustrate the sort of analysis
necessary to define the properties of W stati;onary-core laser.-heated.
rocket. Most of the uncertai.nty in the results cornes from lack of
dietailed knowledge of tkie absorpti-on processes in the propellana, and of
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^the core detrainment process. Both of these areas need further study
if th.e stationary-core concept i.s to be pursued. With some more detailed
models of these two processes available, parametric studies could be
done at various values of Tc, pc , P. There rxiay well be pref.erred
regi-ons in which to operate such an engine, and parametric studies
might uncover them.
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11. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the studies of laser-heated rockets described in this
report, as well as the kn.owledge gained in the previ.ous stu.dy reported
in Ref. 1, we can draw some conclusions abou:t the feasibil'tty and opera-
tion of these devices. We can also id-enti€y important areas where our
knowledge is incompiete, and further research is needed to put the con-
clusions on a sound scientific basis.
1.	 The flowing core rocket starts with a laser supported
combustion (LSC) wave. For a given laser power, the cross-sectional
area of the rocket Fngine is inversely proportional to the Iaser intensitv
at which this wave operates. The temperature 1eve1 of the plasma core
and the mass flow rate through the engine are also deterrrmined by the
LSC wave, so a knowledge of its properties are vital to the d:efinition of
the rocket. However, there is at present no theoretical or experimental
information on such waves in hydrogen, and even in air they are not
well--understood. The prope*ties used here were estimates based on
extrapolating a simple air theory to hydrogen. However, LSC wave
properties in hyiirogen represent the major un:certainty in the present
study, and should be stud.ied both experimentally a.nd theoretically to
increase confidence in the feasibility of laser-supported rockets using
hydrogen.
Z.	 Performance of the flowing-core stream:tube as a rocket is
good. Values of Isp for expansion to I atm extiaust are 1500 to 2500s
while expansion to a vacuurn leads to 3000 to 3300 s.
3. Only a limited number of calculations were m.ade, using
three laser powers at each of two pressures. The LSC wave properties
and the core velocity distribution were not varied. To map out the region
of usefulne.ss of laser--heated rockets, more extensive paramertric calcula-
tions are needed.
4. Breakdown of hydrogen to produce an electron density
which is com,parable to that of,  thermal ionization can be produced by
,	 either an electric arc d.ischarge or by a focused iaser beam. Whether
t'h-is will actnally initiate an LSC wave has not been determi.ned., and
probably needs to be verified by experim.ental investigation.
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5.	 The radiation emission of hydrogen has been put into a
forrn useful for fluid dynamic calculations. The black body port'ton of
the emi.ssion depends cruciai.ly
 on the radial temperature Urofiles, a:,d
has not been includsd in the present one ..dirnensional calculations. Its
inclusion would require some model for the radial-variation of tempera.ture.
It could be a significant effect, however, and should be investigated
furtlier.
b.	 Sased on the transparent radiation emission, radiated energy
loss is not a substantial fraction of the laser energy input, varying from
20°jo for smaller enngines to 4% for larger ones. This conclusion is
sensitive to the operating temperature of the plasma core, and could
change if this temperature i.s even 1000 K higher thaan calculated here.
7.	 The energy fiux radiated is sufficiently high tc, require some
kind of active heat protection £or t.iie walls, ranging up to 75 kW/crn2.
B.	 The convective energy losses calculated by assumang a
hydrogen boundary layer at the edge of the plasma core, without coupling
the loss to the core flow, are too high to be realistic for a11 but the 5000 kW
laser powe r. A coupled calculation, not undertaken here, is needed for
smailer power leveis.
9. For the 5000 kW power, the convective heat losses are of t.he
order of 30 kW/cm2 near the throat, at 3 atm, an.d perhaps twice that for
10 atm., so they add significa.ntly to the need for heat protection, though
they only occur in a sm.all region.
10. Normal injection of hydrogen into the core streamitube seems
to be a useful way of reducing the convective heat losses, based on a few
sampie calculations. Further calculations are needied to establish this as
a practical rnethod of heat protect.ion. Tangential injection was not stud:ied,
but should also be investigated for heat protection..
11. First estimates indicate that particle absorption does not
seem a usefui way to protect the walls from radiation, because of the high
rnass loading of particies required. This subject needs further study.
12. 'I'lie length of the plasma core, up to the throat, is controlled
by th.e inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption coe€ficient. Larger absorption,
caused by larger pressures, leads to shorter lengths. At 3 atm, th.is
length is 4 cm, while at 10 atm ut is 0. 5 cm. These short lengths i.t the
h:igh pressure lead to short, stubby stream .tube shapes, wliich may be
undesirable from a fluid-dynamical point of view, especiaLly for larger
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powers. This imposes a 1'tmitation on how high a pressure ievel can
be used for operation.
13.	 The stationary..core rocket engi.ne concept was studied
qualitatively and serni-quantitatively. The physical processes involved
-	 in this concept are xnore complex than those of the fiowing-core con.cept.
.	 Two major uncertainties were uncovered. One is a lack of knowledge
of ahsorption lengths for high temperature hydrogen radiation in 1ow
ternperature hydrogen. The other was a tack of knowledge of how the
-	 f.lowing propellant gas entrai ns core gas. Further g tudy of these two
areas would enable estimates of stationary-core rccket performan.ce to
be made wit-h more confidence.
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